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Abstract 

 

Purpose: To find out the effectiveness of low-grade spinal mobilization for the patients with 

chronic neck pain. Objectives: To assess the effect on pain and disability of neck pain patients 

after applying low grade spinal mobilization along with conventional physiotherapy. Methodology: 

The study was a quantitative clinical trial. 20 patients were allocated based on inclusion and exclusion 

criteria. The age range was 24- 53 years old. They received 6 sessions of treatment for 2weeks. Numeric 

pain rating scale (NPRS) & NPDI were used in the study to see the effectiveness in the pretest and 

posttest values of pain and disability. Results: Among 20 participants with chronic neck pain in this study, 

10 participants received conventional physiotherapy and 10 participants received low grade spinal 

mobilization along with conventional physiotherapy. Each participant of both experimental and 

control group scored on Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) and NPDI before and after completion 

of treatment. Wilcoxon Signed ranked test applied to the post-test pain score of the 

participants in both groups were revealed a statistically significant difference at the level of 

P= 0.000 (P< 0.05).  Following application of treatment, the study found that the control group 

showed a significant improvement (p<0.05) in some cases than the experimental group. The 

low grade spinal mobilization along with conventional physiotherapy showed better improvement than 

only conventional physiotherapy for the patients with chronic neck pain. Though both groups were 

effective in posttest values and their P values were significant (P< 0.05). The experimental group showed 

more significance in NPDI index. Conclusion: The quantitative clinical trial showed that low grade spinal 

mobilization along with conventional physiotherapy were more effective than only conventional 

physiotherapy for the patients with chronic neck pain.  

 

Key words: Manual Mobilization Technique, Neck Pain, Neck Pain Disability Index 

Questionnaire, Numeric Pain Rating Scale, Range of Motion, Conventional physiotherapy. 
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  CHAPTER-I                                                                        INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1Background 

Neck pain is a public health issue that causes widespread disability in the general population 

(Pierre et al 2003). Neck pain is a widespread condition, with a 13 percent point prevalence (Bovim 

G, 1994)4 and a 50 percent lifetime prevalence (Hultz L, 1954) Neck pain is a frequent ailment in 

modern society, affecting roughly 10% of the general population at any given moment (Donald R. 

Gore 1998). The prevalence of chronic neck pain is estimated to be variable. In a Swedish 

community (Guez et al,2002). Neck discomfort was reported by 18.5 percent of females and 13.2 

percent of males for more than 6 months; however, when continuous chronicity was considered, 

these values dropped to 10% and 7%, respectively. Chronic neck discomfort was reported in 13.5 

percent of females and 9.5 percent of males in a Finnish study (Makela et al, 1991). Neck pain is 

a very frequent ailment. Neck pain affects over 70% of adults at some point in their lives, with a 

frequency of around 22% in the general population (Gemmell & Miller, 2010). Chronic 

mechanical radiating neck pain is a major health issue that affects people all around the world. A 

compression or inflammatory disease from a space-occupying lesion such as a disc herniation, 

spondylitic spur, or cervical osteophyte is the most common cause (Sambyal and Kumar, 2013; 

Ellenberg, et al., 1994). Any tissue that is subjected to extreme stress will experience discomfort, 

inflammation, protective spasms, and/or neurological reaction patterns (Vernon, 1988). This, in 

turn, will result in neck pain. Mechanical neck discomfort is typically related with asymmetrical 

cervical range of motion restrictions, as well as a history of aberrant posture or trauma (Haslett et 

al., 2002). Pain is frequently caused by multiple factors, and it is frequently only a symptom, not 

a diagnosis, of a neck disease (Bergmann et al., 1993). Neck pain patients can benefit from a 

variety of treatments. Medication, physiotherapy, and patient education are all part of this. 

Stretching, mobilization, traction, ultrasound, IRR, and myofascial release are some of the 

physiotherapy treatment procedures that have been devised (Magee, 2006). Early mobility and 

resumption of a normal active lifestyle will help to improve the results (Prodigy Knowledge, 

2005). Neck problems are more likely in people who have weak neck muscles, thus an exercise 

program to strengthen the neck is a good suggestion (Pillinger & Rutherford, 2005). The goal of 
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the exercise is to eliminate pain and, where possible, restore normal function, which means 

regaining full neck mobility or as much movement as possible under the conditions. The exercise 

should always be followed by postural correction and maintenance of the correct posture 

(McKenzie, 1983). Every joint complex is affected by multiple systemic factors, including 

structural (joints), supporting (muscles and ligaments), neurological, and emotional factors (Lee, 

2004). The surrounding structures (muscles and joints) should also be treated while treating a 

spinal region, as evidenced by the preceding studies (Vernon, 1988). Neck discomfort is a common 

musculoskeletal ailment that can cause varied degrees of disability for the person affected. Neck 

pain might be accompanied by radiculopathy (pain radiating down the arms) or a headache 

(cervicogenic headache). Neck discomfort can be treated with manipulation (adjustments to the 

spine) and mobilization (movement imposed on joints and muscles) alone or in combination with 

other physiotherapies (Gross A et al., 2015). Mechanical neck discomfort is typically related with 

asymmetrical cervical range of motion restrictions, as well as a history of aberrant posture or 

trauma (Haslett et al., 2002). Pain is frequently caused by multiple factors, and it is frequently only 

a symptom, not a diagnosis, of a neck disease (Bergmann et al., 1993).  Neck pain affects two-

thirds of the population at some point in their lives (Binder AL 2007). Diagnostic triage is the best 

and most frequently accepted form of pain classification, in which patients are classified into one 

of three groups (Waddell G, 1998): significant spinal pathology, neurological involvement, or non-

specific pain. Every year, between 27 and 48 percent of workers are affected by NSNP (Peter 

Rothfels et al 2010). Neck discomfort that isn't particular normally goes away in a few days or 

weeks, but it might recur or become persistent. Patients with chronic pain treated in secondary care 

or in the workplace remained symptomatic 20 percent to 78 percent of the time, regardless of the 

treatment they received (Borghouts et al, 1998). To treat pain and stiffness, Maitland uses passive 

and auxiliary oscillatory movements applied to the spinal and vertebral joints. Grade I is a low-

amplitude exercise that is used to treat severely irritable situations. It is performed below the range 

of resistance. Grade I allows slack in collagen to be picked up when connective tissue is not loaded, 

and it can reduce pain by working on neurological processes (Threlkeld 1992). The amplitude of 

a Grade II mobilization is greater, but it is still below resistance. When palpation elicits discomfort 

before movement restriction, Grade I and II are appropriate. When there is resistance to movement 

before pain, grades III and IV are utilized. A Grade III movement is a large amplitude movement 

that is conducted inside resistance to develop range of motion. Grade IV is a low-amplitude activity 
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done inside resistance for chronic low-irritability aches. Grade V is a high-velocity manipulation 

thrust. To deal with muscle spasms, Maitland also recommends stretching treatments (Maitland, 

2002, 1998). Physiological mobilizations should be used to pursue the eventual establishment of 

normal range of motion once the patient is capable of 60 percent of normal range of motion without 

pain (Maitland 1998). The equivalent pain reaction, according to Maitland, "is almost invariably 

found with the unphysiological movement rather than the physiological movement." 

Neck discomfort affects 15% of men and 23% of women in the general population, with over half 

of these people enduring chronic, unremitting symptoms. It is predicted that up to 70% of people 

may experience neck pain at some point in their lives, with 78 percent of men and 85 percent of 

women reporting full recovery after a 5-year follow-up. The economic cost of neck pain is 

enormous, and roughly a third of persons who develop neck pain for the first time will continue to 

use health care for their neck pain after a 5-year follow-up. Furthermore, persons with a primary 

complaint of neck discomfort account for approximately a quarter of all outpatient physical 

therapist appointments. Joint mobilization/manipulation (non-thrust and thrust), therapeutic 

exercise, and traction are some of the strategies and methods used by physical therapists to treat 

neck discomfort. However, there isn't enough evidence to back up many of the aforementioned 

management practices. Many commonly used therapies for persons with neck discomfort have 

insufficient evidence, according to the Philadelphia Panel evidence-based clinical practice 

guidelines. This discovery could be at least partly to blame for the lack of clinical improvement 

seen in patients with neck pain as compared to those with low back or lower-extremity pain. 
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1.2 Rationale 

Neck manipulation and mobilization can be performed by physical therapists, chiropractors, 

traditional bone setters, osteopaths, medical doctors, and massage therapists. A permanent or short-

term change in connective tissue length, as well as neurophysiological effects such as analgesic 

effects, motor effects, and sympathetic nervous system effect dysfunction, are all mechanical 

consequences of spinal mobilization or manipulation. Movement-based spinal mobilization 

therapies aim to move the vertebrae through their full range of motion, potentially influencing the 

spine mechanically and physiologically. Spinal mobilization may improve the real excursion or 

movement of the spine, removing adhesions and allowing the vertebrae to move freely, lowering 

discomfort. The procedure may also aid to increase intra neural blood flow and oxygenate the 

nerve. It's estimated that 50% of the population has suffered from neck and upper extremity pain 

at some point in their lives. 

Many patients' socioeconomic circumstances in our country make long-term physiotherapy 

treatment unfeasible. As a result, patients suffer more throughout their lives, and patient 

satisfaction does not remain constant during treatment. The study calculated which treatment is 

more effective when compared to other or relevant treatments, and I hope that a standardized 

treatment protocol will be established that will provide the greatest benefit in terms of reducing 

time, consuming, pain, and cost-effectiveness, so that the individual will be more productive and 

a significant amount of money will be saved. The goal of the study was to determine the efficacy 

of low-grade spinal mobilization in patients with chronic neck pain, which was necessary to assess 

the efficacy of different treatment approaches in the patients' best interests. Spinal mobilization 

was found to be more successful at reducing pain, increasing range of motion, and reducing 

disability in this study. As a result, spinal mobilization may be the most effective therapy option 

for patients suffering from chronic mechanical neck discomfort. 

Neck pain is caused by bad posture since the head is supported by the spinal vertebrae when 

standing erect. The vertebrae do not support the weight of the head as well when the head is flexed 

forward, such as while using a laptop. To support the head, which is roughly the weight of a 

bowling ball, muscles, tendons, and ligaments work harder. Due to the high labor necessary to 

hold the head in position, the muscles and other soft tissues stiffen with time. Stretching the 

anterior neck muscles weakens them, and neural structures are held in less-than-ideal locations. 
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Chronic overload and tightening of soft tissues can lead to a reduction in blood flow and oxygen 

to the soft tissues, resulting in pain. Furthermore, neck joints may be held in unnatural postures, 

resulting in joint pain and muscular weakness. Tension headaches and uncomfortable "knotty" 

regions in the neck and upper trapezius muscles are common symptoms of the above (muscles that 

run from the neck to the shoulder blade). It may appear that simply holding one's head up is 

difficult, since the head "feels so heavy." 

 

Low-grade spinal mobilization is used to relieve neck and shoulder muscular tension and promote 

range of motion. It's also utilized to keep your spine and neck in good shape. As a result, it may 

help to relieve neck pain. There has been no research done to compare the effectiveness of scapular 

strengthening and stretching exercises with standard physiotherapy for patients with neck pain. 

The goal of this study is to compare the effectiveness of Scapular strengthening and stretching 

activities to traditional physiotherapy alone. The findings of this study could aid physiotherapists 

in providing the best treatment for chronic neck discomfort. 

 

1.3 Aim of the study 

To identify the effectiveness of low-grade spinal mobilization for the patients with chronic neck 

pain. 

 

 

1.5 Objectives of the study 

1.5.1. General Objective 

 To determine the effectiveness of low grade spinal mobilization for the patients with 

chronic neck pain. 

1.5.2. Specific Objectives  

 To explore socio-demographic (age, gender, marital status, family type, living area, 

educational status) characteristics of patients with Chronic neck pain. 
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 To find out the activity limitation for patients with Chronic neck pain. 
 

 

 To evaluate severity of pain after introducing Low grade spinal mobilization for the patient 

with Adhesive Capsulitis. 

 

 

 To measure Improvement of Range of Movement (ROM) for patients with Chronic neck 

pain. 

 

 

 To compare pain intensity at different neck movement before and after conventional 

physiotherapy and conventional physiotherapy with low grade spinal mobilization for the 

patient with Chronic neck pain. 

 

 

 To compare functional disability before and after introducing low grade spinal 

mobilization for the patients with chronic neck pain. 

 

 

1.5.3. Hypothesis 

Null Hypothesis  

Ho: µ1-µ2 = 0 or µ1 ≥µ2, where the experimental group and control group mean difference is not 

same or control group is higher than experimental group.  

 

Alternative Hypothesis  

Ha: µ1-µ2 ≠ 0 or µ1 ≠µ2 where the experimental group and control group mean difference is not 

same.  
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Where,  

Ho= Null hypothesis  

Ha = Alternative hypothesis  

µ1 = Mean difference in initial assessment  

µ2 = Mean difference in final assessmen 

. 

 

1.6 Operational Definition 

 

1.6.1. Neck pain 

It is a pain full condition in the neck and remote which may be localized or referred. 

 

1.6.2. Low grade spinal mobilization 

Spinal mobilization (MOB) is defined as the application of manual force to the spinal joints within 

the passive range of joint motion that does not involve a thrust. 

 

1.6.3. Conventional physiotherapy 

Physiotherapeutic interventions that are widely accepted and commonly practiced by medical 

community. 

 

 

1.7 List of variable 

 

1.7.1. Independent variable: Low grade spinal mobilization 

 

1.7.2. Dependent variable: Chronic Neck pain. 
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CHAPTER – II                                              LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Mechanical neck pain is characterized by pain in the cervical area, which is frequently 

accompanied by limited range of motion (ROM) and functional limitations. Neck discomfort and 

its associated impairment are a significant socioeconomic burden on society (Cote, Cassidy, and 

Carroll, 2000) and the second most common reason for time off work, following low back pain 

(Albright et al, 2001). 

According to a poll conducted in the United Kingdom, 1 in 4 women and 1 in 5 men aged 45 to 

75 experienced current neck pain (Neck pain in adults, 2006). 

An incidence of 72 percent was recorded in Finland, Norway, and Sweden. In the United States, a 

12-month survey found that the prevalence of neck discomfort ranged from 12.1% to 71.5 percent 

among the unemployed, and 27.1 percent to 47.8% among working (Haldeman et al., 2008) 

Over the course of a year, 30 percent to 50 percent of adults will experience neck pain (Quigley, 

1976) and many may seek physiotherapy treatment. Physiotherapists typically utilize passive joint 

mobilization (Jull, 2002) which consists of manual oscillatory pressures applied to the spine, to 

treat neck discomfort (Yaver, 2007) 

Medication, physiotherapy, exercise, local injections, and patient education are all standard 

therapies for neck discomfort, although their usefulness has been questioned (Bland, 1994). 

When paired with exercise, passive joint mobilization appears to be beneficial in treating 

individuals with neck pain (Spinal manipulation/mobilization ineffective for neck pain: Cochrane 

review, 2010) and appears to be more cost-effective than other treatments when societal variables 

such as lost productivity are taken into account (Lewis et al., 2007) 

The optimal dose of joint mobilization is unknown, and the forces used by therapists when 

performing the same technique differ,59 making it difficult to relate therapy outcomes to a specific 

technique or dose. 

Neck pain affects up to 71 percent of the world's adult population at some point in their lives (Fejer 

et al., 2006). It has also been identified as a significant predictor of sick leave from work (Kääriä 

et al., 2012). Symptoms do not resolve entirely in 50 percent to 85 percent of patients with neck 
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pain (Carroll et al., 2008), and 47 percent of people with NP at baseline may acquire persistent 

symptoms (Cote et al., 2004). 

Sedentary lifestyles, office workers, frequent sleep problems, obesity, poor posture, anxiety, 

depression, increased computer use, changes in work type, being a female, and work-related 

emotional exhaustion in males are all known risk factors for NP (Haldeman et al., 2010; Kääriä et 

al., 2012; Paksaichol et al., 2015). Chronic NP is frequently linked to psychosocial dysfunctions 

and a sedentary lifestyle (Hoy et al., 2010). People are putting extra stress and strain on the upper 

thoracic and neck regions of their spine as a result of sedentary lifestyles and fast-paced living 

(Binder, 2007). 

Neck pain is treated by about 15% of persons in a hospital-based physiotherapy program and 30% 

of patients in a chiropractic service (Gross et al., 2000). Neck problems are more likely in people 

who have weak neck muscles, thus an exercise program to strengthen the neck is a good suggestion 

(Pillinger & Rutherford, 2005). A physiotherapist might utilize mobilization techniques in 

conjunction with ultrasound, laser, or heat therapy. Traction, a collar or corset, and TENS are all 

options for treatment (Moffett, 2004). 

Ten percent of the Canadian population suffers from neck ache for one week per month (Ferrari 

& Russell, 2003). According to these studies, at least 80% of the population suffers from long-

term neck pain. In an epidemiological study, neck pain that lasted more than six months was shown 

to have a 54.2 percent incidence rate. Ten percent of the Canadian population suffers from neck 

ache for one week per month (Ferrari & Russell, 2003). According to these studies, at least 80% 

of the population suffers from long-term neck pain. An epidemiological study found that neck pain 

that lasted more than six months had a 54.2 percent incidence rate (Cote et al., 2000). Neck pain 

accounts for 15% of all soft tissue problems seen in general practice and is a common reason for 

physiotherapy referral. In any given year, 30% of adults will experience neck pain, with 5-10% 

becoming incapacitated as a result. Despite the fact that neck pain is self-limiting and benign, it 

consumes a significant amount of healthcare expenditures. A recent assessment of ten community 

physiotherapy departments in the east Yorkshire area found that 1060 (13.4 percent) of the 7899 

individuals referred had neck issues (Moffett et al., 2005). 

EMG biofeedback, thermotherapy, massage, electrical stimulation, therapeutic exercises, and 

combined therapies for acute neck pain were shown to be ineffective according to Albright et al. 
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(2001) guidelines. Short-term follow-up shows that manipulative therapy, mobility, and exercise 

are more effective than standard care in relieving acute neck pain. Gross et al. (2007) conducted a 

systematic review to determine whether conservative treatments (such as manual therapies, 

physical medicine methods, medication, and patient education) improved function/disability, 

patient satisfaction, and overall perceived effect in adults with mechanical neck disorders. 

Exercises mixed with mobilization/manipulation showed intermediate or long-term benefits, 

according to the findings of this review. Gross et al. (2010) and Kay et al. (2012) recently published 

Cochrane evaluations that indicated manipulation, mobilization, or exercise can help patients with 

neck discomfort when used as a single-modal treatment method. 

Patients with persistent complaints frequently fail to react to treatment, resulting in substantial 

direct and indirect costs (Haldeman et al., 2008). According to Martin et al. (2009), the medical 

cost of treating NP has increased in recent decades. Approximately 5% of patients with NP have 

significant disabilities (Philadelphia, 2001) 

So, because neck discomfort is a very frequent problem, and because physiotherapy is a relatively 

new and expanding profession in Bangladesh, we need current knowledge to assist both patients 

and therapists. Although there is minimal physiotherapy study for neck pain patients in 

Bangladesh, if this field is researched, it could yield positive results for our profession (Islam, 

2005). Neck pain is such a common occurrence that it is frequently used to characterize a 

circumstance, certain persons, an unpleasant task to be completed, or an institution (Bland, 1987). 

The bones, muscles, ligaments, nerves, and blood arteries that make up the neck contribute to 

support the head. Neck and shoulder muscles are crucial for a healthy neck. Neck structures can 

cause pain in a variety of ways. Neck difficulties can be caused by poor posture, accidents, arthritis, 

or stress, all of which can cause pain and make it difficult to do regular tasks (National Healthcare 

Group, 2003). 

Additionally, cervical mobilization relieves pressure on nerve roots. Individually, these treatments 

are beneficial for cervicobrachialgia, although there are some drawbacks (Khan, et al., 2015). The 

results showed that patients who got traditional physiotherapy experienced significant pain relief 

in their necks. On the Numerical Pain Rating Scale, these individuals showed a decrease in neck 

pain over the study period, which might be considered a clinically relevant change (Kovacs, et al., 

2008). 
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Gracey, McDonough, and Baxter (2002) identified Maitland mobilization as one of the most 

commonly utilized manual therapy techniques by physiotherapists. Tuttle (2005) describes 

Maitland mobilization as a passive oscillatory technique used to treat hypomobile vertebrae. 

The analgesic effects in the neck and arm of individuals who received cervical mobilization 

increased the mechanical interfaces' function (Khan, et al., 2015). 

The facet joints are intended to have a better opening and closing function as a result of the 

mobilization, minimizing compression on brain tissues. Reduced compression in the brain tissues 

may help to enhance physiological and mechanical circumstances, resulting in analgesic benefits 

in the upper extremities (Shacklock, 2005). Patients in the experimental group gradually improved 

more than patients in the control group in terms of cervical range of motion (Shacklock, 2005). 

Physiotherapy is a common treatment for individuals with mechanical neck pain, with about 33% 

of patients seeking treatment from a physiotherapist (Picavet & Schouten, 2003). Massage, 

exercise therapy, traction, stretching, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), 

interferential currents, ultrasound, heat agents, and education are some of the treatments available. 

Passive manual treatments, such as mobilization or manipulation, are sometimes known as manual 

therapy and can be specialized by physiotherapists. Surprisingly, there have been inconclusive 

outcomes regarding these therapies' effectiveness (Gross et al., 2004 & 2007; Kroeling et al., 

2013). 

In addition, no single intervention is clearly superior to another (Hurwitz et al., 2008). This 

ambiguity could be due to a small sample size and poor methodological quality in the studies 

(Hurwitz et al., 2008; Vernon & Humphreys, 2008). 

Furthermore, most earlier studies primarily examined subjective results. 

There is currently no compelling evidence that cervical mobilization alone is beneficial for patients 

with NP of any duration (Bronfort et al., 2010; Gross et al., 2004). 

Previous research has shown that cervical mobilization is ineffective when done alone (Gross et 

al., 2004 & 2007). Moderate to high quality evidence in favor of mobilization for chronic non-

specific neck pain (Vernon et al., 2007) A course of mobilization alone provided some immediate 

or short-term pain alleviation (Gross et al., 2010). when mobilization was paired with other 
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interventions, it had a more beneficial effect and advised the implementation of a multimodal 

therapy approach (Bussieres et al., 2016; Childs et al., 2008; Gross et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2010; 

Tsakitzidis et al., 2013). There appears to be no single therapy option that is effective (Gross et al., 

2007). As a result, the purpose of this study was to see how well mobilization combined with 

normal physiotherapy affected pain, disability, neck ROM, and NME in patients with chronic 

mechanical neck pain. Physiotherapists employ Maitland mobilization as one of the most prevalent 

manual therapy procedures (Gracey, McDonough, and Baxter, 2002). The methods of Maitland 

mobilization, which is a passive oscillatory approach used across the hypomobile vertebra level, 

are considered valid (Tuttle, 2005). 

Cervical mobilization with the Maitland technique has been reported to reduce discomfort and 

restore function in some people (McKinney, Dornan, and Ryan, 1989; Mealy, Brennan, and 

Fenelon, 1986). Manual therapy appears to provide better short-term pain alleviation than exercise 

alone, according to high-quality evidence, but no long-term differences for acute neck pain were 

discovered (Miller et al, 2010). The diversity of therapies evaluated in these trials, ranging from 

manipulation and eclectic mobilization to strengthening, collar, and no therapy, makes interpreting 

the results and the effectiveness of specific mobilization techniques difficult. 

In general, mobilization is thought to be a safer strategy (Rivett, Shirley, Magarey, and Refshauge, 

2006). Bonk et al., 2000; Giebel, Edelmann, and Huser, 1997; McKinney, Dornan, and Ryan, 

1989; Mealy, Brennan, and Fenelon, 1986) discovered that cervical mobilization using the 

Maitland technique improves discomfort and restores function (McKinney, Dornan, and Ryan, 

1989; Mealy, Brennan, and Fenelon, 1986). In acute mechanical neck discomfort, unilateral 

postero-anterior pressure in sitting is superior to unilateral postero-anterior pressure in prone 

laying. (Lee, Song and Kim, 2015). 

Passive joint mobilization, which consists of manual oscillatory stresses applied to joints, is 

extensively used by physiotherapists on spinal column (Jull, 2002), (Magarey et al., 2004). Some 

evidence suggests that When it comes to passive joint mobilization, when it comes to addressing 

neck discomfort, It appears to be more cost-effective than other options when paired with exercise 

(Gross A et al., 2010). when societal problems, such as poverty, are involved Consideration is 

given to lost production. (Lewis et al., 2007). The ideal dose of joint mobilization, on the other 

hand, is unknown, as are the forces involved. When executing the procedure, therapists apply The 
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same technique is used in different ways, which makes it tough. to assign treatment outcomes to a 

certain procedure or dosage. 

Blanchard et al. suggested in their comprehensive analysis that mobilization have a stronger 

benefit than physical therapy when used within the first 6 weeks of treatment, albeit these 

differences faded over time. They found that mobilization had a substantial effect on pain, external 

rotation ROM, and impairment after 6 weeks, but only minor effects after 12 weeks (Trampas & 

Kitsios, 2006). Physical therapy is frequently used in conjunction with distension arthrography. In 

fact, when paired with a mobilization, therapeutic exercise, such as physical therapy, is more 

effective (Lin et al., 2009). Greater strength increases and improvements in patient-rated outcomes 

may necessitate longer periods of neck exercise training (DC, DC and Carroll, 2000) As a result, 

the effectiveness of spinal manipulation and exercise for chronic neck pain is still debated. Also 

unknown is the effect of combining both medications, which is a typical therapeutic practice. 
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CHAPTER – III                                                                        METHODOLOGY   

 

This research was a randomized clinical trial (RCT) design to evaluate the effectiveness of low 

grade spinal mobilization for the patient with chronic neck pain. To identify the effectiveness of 

this treatment regime, Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) and Neck Pain Disability Index were 

used as measurement tools for measuring the pain intensity and disability caused by chronic neck 

pain. All patients signed an informed consent form prior to their inclusion into the study. 

 

3.1 Study design: 

The study was conducted by using a quantitative randomized control trail design with two different 

subject groups. The researcher chose clinical trial of this quantitative research. This study design 

fulfilled the aim and objectives of the research. The study was true experimental between different 

subject designs. Both groups will receive a common treatment regimen except one intervention. 

Only the experimental group will receive low grade mobilization while in control group only 

conventional physiotherapy treatment program will be given. A pre-test (before exercise) and post-

test (after exercise) was administered with each subject of both groups to compare the pain effects, 

and functional ability before and after the treatment. The design could be shown by flowchart – 
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Flowchart of the phases of Quantitative Clinical Trial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessed for eligibility ( n= 34) 

Excluded (n= 14) 

 Not meeting inclusion criteria 

(n=7) 

 Declined to participate (n= 7) 

 
Outdoor Chronic neck pain patients 

20 patients were selected with chronic neck pain 

Group A (n= 10) 

Received conventional physiotherapy  

Group B (n= 10) 

Received low grade spinal mobilization 

along with conventional physiotherapy  

 

Follow up after 6 sessions 

Outcome analyzed 

Quantitative clinical trial (n=20) 
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A flowchart for a quantitative clinical trial of a treatment program including conventional 

physiotherapy versus low grade spinal mobilization along with conventional physiotherapy for the 

patients with chronic neck pain. 

 

3.2 Study area:     

 The study area was Musculoskeletal Outpatient Unit of Physiotherapy Department of Centre for 

the Rehabilitation of the Paralyzed (CRP), Savar, Dhaka. 

 

3.3 Study population: 

The study population was the patients diagnosed with chronic neck pain in the Muscular-skeletal 

Unit of Physiotherapy Department at CRP, Savar, Dhaka. The study population must fulfill the 

inclusion criteria of the study. 

 

3.4 Inclusion criteria 

 Patient who is diagnosed by chronic neck pain. Because this research is based on only the 

patient with chronic neck pain. (Freeman et al., 2006) 

 Patients with all age range. (Manchikanti, 2008) 

 Both genders. (Freeman et al., 2006) 

 Patients who want to participate willingly. 

 Participants with having central neck pain and radiating pain to the limb. (Aquino et al., 

2009) 

 Any neck pain patients with dysfunction. (Aquino et al., 2009) 
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3.5 Exclusion criteria 

Exclusion criteria was set up according to the guideline of chronic neck pain by 

(Kanlayanaphotporn, Chiradejnant and Vachalathiti, 2009)  

 The participants had any experienced of recent trauma. (Farooq et al., 2018) 

 Any Contraindication are found- (Misailidou et al., 2010) 

 Vertebral malignancy  

 Bone infections  

 Fracture  

 Joint irritability  

 Pregnancy  

 Hypertension  

 Spinal tumors 

 Structural abnormality or any deformity. (Misailidou et al., 2010) 

 Surgery to the neck or thoracic spine. (Misailidou et al., 2010) 

 

3.6 Sample size: 

In this study, 20 participants were selected according to inclusion and exclusion criteria. 10 

participants will in group A and 10 participants will in group B. 

 

3.7 Sampling technique:  

Hospital based randomized sampling technique was used in this study. Subjects, who met the 

inclusion criteria, was taken as sample in this study. 20 patients with chronic neck pain was 

selected from outpatient musculoskeletal unit of physiotherapy department of CRP, Savar and then 

10 patients were assigned to group A for the treatment approached of only conventional 
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physiotherapy and 10 patients to the group B for the treatment approached of low grade spinal 

mobilization along with conventional physiotherapy treatment. 

 

3.8 Methods of data collection: 

The data collection procedure was carried away by an examiner who had no connection with this 

research. This procedure conducted through assessing the patient based on inclusion and exclusion 

criteria, pretest data collection, 6 treatment sessions and final post test data collection. 

After screening the patient at department and the patients were assessed and treated by the qualified 

physiotherapist. twenty participants were chosen based on the inclusion criteria and they were 

given 6 sessions of treatments individually conventional physiotherapy (10) for the group A and 

low grade spinal mobilization (10) for the group B. Group A Received only conventional 

physiotherapy and Group B received low grade spinal mobilization along with conventional 

physiotherapy. 

 A pilot study was carried out prior to the main data collection procedure to determine the 

responsiveness and side effect of the exercise as it is applied to the chronic neck pain patients. 

Data was gathered through a selection and intervention procedure and by using a written 

questionnaire form which was formatted and prepared by the researcher under the supervision of 

the supervisor which also included the Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) to measure the general 

pain intensity level and Neck Disability Index (NDI) to measure pain and disability. Treatment 

procedure was performed in 6 sessions and gathered data before and after the treatment. The 

researcher gave vague instruction to the data collector how to proceed with the questionnaire and 

the scales used in that. A Bangla questionnaire of the Neck Disability Index (NDI) was used as the 

participants are native Bangla speaker and the Bangla translation was used with the permission 

from the developers of the questionnaire. The data collector collected the data from all group in 

presence of the qualified physiotherapist to reduce the biasness. The patient was totally blind about 

the procedure and the researcher had no connection with the data collection procedure. The data 

collector only gave the participants filled up questionnaires. At the end of the trail, specific tests 

were performed for statistical analysis. 
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3.9 Data collection tools: 

In this study, a written questionnaire, pen, paper and a Numeric Pain Rating Scale and the Neck 

Disability Index (NDI) were used as a data collection tools. 

 

3.10 Questionnaire: 

The questionnaire for this study was carefully developed under the constant observations, advice 

and permission of the supervisor following certain guidelines. There were close ended questions 

with Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) and the Neck Disability Index (NDI) with some objective 

questions which were measured by the examiner and each question was formulated to compare the 

effect of the conventional physiotherapy and low grade spinal mobilization along with the 

conventional physiotherapy for the treatment of chronic neck pain. 

 

3.11 Measurement tools: 

3.11.1 Numeric pain rating scale (NPRS) 

The Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) is a segmented numeric version of the visual analog scale 

(VAS) in which a respondent selects a whole number (0–10 integers) that best reflects the intensity 

of the individual’s pain (Rodriguez, 2001). 

According to McCaffery et al. (1989) and later on Stevens, Lin, and Maher, (2016) the Numeric 

Pain Rating Scale (NPRS -11) is an 11-point scale for the patient self-reporting of pain. It is for 

adults and children 10 years old or older. Where 0 is the smallest value and 10 is the largest value. 

0 means there is no pain, 1-3 indicates there is mild pain, 4-6 indicates there is moderate pain and 

7-10 indicates severe pain level.   

 

 

 

3.11.2 Neck Disability Index (NDI) 

The NDI is the most widely used neck pain scale in the largest number of populations and has been 

validated most often against multiple measurements of function, pain, and clinical signs and 
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symptoms. the Neck Disability Index (NDI) was the first instrument designed to assess self-rated 

disability in patients with neck pain. This article reviews the history of the NDI and the current 

state of the research into its psychometric properties—reliability, validity, and responsiveness—

as well as its translations. Focused reviews are presented into its use in studies of the prognosis of 

whiplash-injured patients as well as its use in clinical trials of conservative therapies for neck pain. 

(Chan Ci En, Clair and Edmondston, 2009) 

The NDI is the most widely used and most strongly validated instrument for assessing self-rated 

disability in patients with neck pain. It has been used effectively in both clinical and research 

settings in the treatment of this very common problem. (NIKANDER et al., 2006) 

The current report's search technique for articles using or referring to the NDI was based on a 

citation search of the 1991 publication via the Scholar's Portal Web of Science, using Science 

Citation Index. 

From 1991 through December 2007, articles were retrieved. 

The NDI was utilized in measuring the self-rating of disability by patients with neck discomfort, 

thus the articles were checked to be sure. There were 287 qualifying citations as a result. 

The following categories were assigned to the articles: psychometric studies, diagnosis, prognosis, 

treatment designs (clinical trials, case series, and case studies), treatment type (surgical, 

conservative, injections), patients with whiplash, patients with chronic pain, translation studies, 

and systematic reviews/practice guidelines. 

By doing quality reviews, various subsets of publications on certain topics have been methodically 

reviewed.  
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3.12 Intervention 

A common intervention program was executed for both groups as conventional physiotherapy, it 

includes-  Soft tissue release technique, Manual cervical traction, Traction with rotation, Isometric 

strengthening exercise, stretching exercise, Retraction, Retraction with over pressure, Retraction 

extension, Ice, TENS, IRR which are the most frequently, used interventions.  

 
Control group: In this group only conventional physiotherapy was given to the patient for three 

times a week with the recommended exercises for 2 weeks. 

Experimental group: In this group low grade spinal mobilization was given along with 

conventional physiotherapy to the patient for three times a week with the recommended exercises 

for 2 weeks 

The treatment was given by the clinical physiotherapists of musculoskeletal unit of CRP, Savar. 

Patients were advised to follow the instructions. 

 

3.13 Informed Consent  

The researcher obtained consent to participate from every subject. A signed informed consent form 

was received from each participant. The participants were informed that they have the right to meet 

with outdoor doctor if they think that the treatment is not enough to control the condition or if the 

condition become worsen. The participants were also informed that they were completely free to 

decline answering any question during the study and were free to withdraw their consent and 

terminate participation at any time. Withdrawal of participation from the study would not affect 

their treatment in the physiotherapy department and they would still get the same facilities.  Every 

subject had the opportunity to discuss their problem with the senior authority or administration of 

CRP and have any questioned answer to their satisfaction. 
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3.14 Ethical consideration 

The whole process of this research project was done by following the Bangladesh Medical 

Research Council (BMRC) guidelines, Institution Review Board (IRB) and World Health 

Organization (WHO) Research guidelines. The proposal of the dissertation including methodology 

was approved by Institutional Review Board and obtained permission from the concerned 

authority of ethical committee of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI). Again before 

the beginning of the data collection, the researcher obtained the permission ensuring the safety of 

the participants from the concerned authorities of the clinical setting and was allotted with a 

witness from the authority for the verification of the collected data. The researcher strictly 

maintained the confidentiality regarding participant’s condition and treatment. 

 

 

3.15 Data analysis 

In order to ensure that the research have some values, the meaning of collected data has to be 

presented in ways that other research workers can understand. In other words, the researcher has 

to make sense of the results. As the result came from an experiment in this research, data analysis 

was done with statistical analysis. All participants were code according to group to maintain 

participant’s confidentiality. All subjects of both conventional physiotherapy and low grade 

mobilization group score their pain intensity on numeric pain rating scale before starting 

treatment and after completing treatment. Reduction of pain intensity for both groups and 

improvement of ROM of different movements of neck are the differences between pre-test and 

post-test score. Experimental studies with the different subject design where two groups are used 

and each tested in two different conditions which should be analyzed with non-parametric “Man 

Whitney U” test and parametric Independent ‘t’ test. Where the significant level of conventional 

physiotherapy and Low grade spinal mobilization group was found out by using “Wilcoxon” test 

and Paired ‘t’ test. To test the hypothesis both test is done on SPSS version 22. 
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3.16 Statistical analysis 

3.16.1 Mann Whitney U test 

Mann-Whitney U test is a non-parametric test that is simply compares the result obtained from 

each group to see if they differ significantly.  

Assumption 

 All the observations from both groups are independent of each other. 

 The responses are ordinal  

 Under the null hypothesis Ho, the distribution of both populations are equal. 

 The test was done for between groups. 

The formula of Mann-Whitney U test: 

U = 𝒏𝟏𝒏𝟐 +
𝒏𝒙(𝒏+𝟏)

𝟐
− 𝑻𝒙 

Where,  

𝑛1=The number of subjects in experimental group 

𝑛2=The number of subjects in control group 

𝑇𝑥= The larger rank total 

𝑛𝑥= The number of subjects in the group with large rank total  

𝑈= ? 

 

Level of Significant 

In order to find out the significance of the study, the researcher calculated the “p” value. The p 

values refer the probability of the results for experimental study. The word probability refers to 

the accuracy of the findings. A p value is called level of significance for an experiment and a p 

value of <0.05 was accepted as significant result for health service research. If the p value is 

equal or smaller than the significant levels, the results are said to be significant. 

 

In this way Mann Whitney U test is done for all the variables in NPRS. 
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3.16.2 Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test 

Experimental studies with the different subject design within one subject groups and the data is 

non-parametric and numerical data, which should be analyzed with “Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test:” 

As it was quasi-experimental and had within groups of different subjects, who were selected to 

eccentric strengthening exercise of  hamstring muscles and concentric strengthening exercise of 

hamstring muscles and the measurement of the outcome came from collecting Numeric pain rating 

score, with considering numerical data, so the “Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test” was used in this study 

to calculate the level of significance. “Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test:” was calculated to test the 

hypothesis based on following assumptions- 

 Data were numerical. 

 Data were not well distributed 

 Within-group comparison among subjects. 

Wilcoxon sign test denoted by Z test, after the conclusion of the observed value and p-value 

whenever it is less than the table value of significance 0.05 level then null hypothesis was 

considered as rejected and alternative hypothesis considered as accepted.  

Z = 
𝐖𝐬− 

𝐧(𝐧+𝟏)

𝟒

√𝐧(𝐧−𝟏)(𝟐𝐧+𝟏)

𝟐𝟒

 

Here, Ws = Smallest of absolute values of the sum 

n = Total number of samples 

 

In this way Wilcoxon test is done for all the variables in NPRS in conventional physiotherapy 

and low grade spinal mobilization. 
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3.16.3 Independent Sample T-Test 

 
Independent sample t test was used to compare difference between two means of 

independent variables. Selection of test of hypothesis was two independent mean 

differences under independent t distribution. 

 

Assumption 

 
 

 Different and independent variables 

 
 

 Variables were quantitative 

 
 

 Normal distribution of the variables 

 

Formula: test statistic t is follows:  

𝒕 =
𝒙 𝟏 − 𝒙 𝟐 

𝒔√
𝟏
𝒏𝟏 +

𝟏
𝒏𝟐

 

𝒙 ̅𝟏 = Mean of the Experimental Group,  

𝒙 ̅𝟐 = Mean of the Control Group,  

𝒏𝟏 = Number of participants in the Experimental Group,  

𝒏𝟐 = Number of participants in the Control Group  

S = Combined standard deviation of both groups 

 

In this way researcher had calculated independent t-value and significant level. 
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3.16.4 Paired t test 

Paired t-test was used to compare difference between means of paired variables. 

Selection of test of hypothesis is mean difference under t distribution. 

 

Assumption 

 Paired variables 

 Variables were quantitative 

 Parent population of sample observation follows normal distribution. 

Formula test statistic t is follows: 

𝒕 =  
𝒅̅  

𝑺𝑬 (𝒅̅ )  
=

 𝒅̅  

𝑺𝑫

√𝒏

   

Where, 
 

𝑑 ̅ = mean of difference (d) between paired values 

 SE (�̅�)= Standard Error of the mean difference  

SD = standard deviation of the differences d and  

n= number of paired observations 

 

 

In this way researcher had calculated paired t-value and significant level. 
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CHAPTER – IV                                                                                       RESULTS  

 

              4.1 Socio-demographic Information 

Control group Experimental group 

Variable frequency Values frequency values 

Age 

24-33 4 

 

40% 

 

3 30% 

34-43 2 20% 

 

2 20% 

44-<53 4 40% 5 50% 

Sex 

male 7 

 

70% 

 

 9 90% 

female 3 30% 

 

 1 10% 

Marital Status 

Married 

 

9 

 

90% 

 

9 90% 

Unmarried 

 

1 10% 1 10% 

Educational qualifications 

Primary 

 

- 

 

- 

 

 1 10 

Secondary 

 

3 

 

30% 

 

 4 40% 

Higher 

secondary 

4 40% 

 

 

 1 10% 

Graduation 

 

1 

 

10% 

 

 2 2% 

Post-

graduation 

2 20%  2 2% 

Occupation 

Farmer and 

laborer 

1 

 

 

10% 

 

 

2 20% 

Service 

holder 

3 30% 3 30% 

House wife 

 

3 

 

30% 

 

1 10% 
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Business 

 

1 

 

10% 2 20% 

Retired 

 

1  

10% 

 

1 10% 

Student 

 

1 

 

10% 

 

1 10% 

Living area 

Rural 3 

 

30% 

 

5 50% 

Semi-rural 

 

2 

 

20% 

 

2 20% 

Urban 5 

 

50% 3 30% 

Family size 

Nuclear 

family 

6 60% 

 

 

9 90% 

Combined 

family 

4 40% 1 10% 

Types of pain 

Acute Pain  - -  - - 

Subacute 

Pain 

- -  - - 

Chronic pain 10 100%  10 100% 

Radiating pain 

None 2 

 

20% - - 

Unilateral 7 70% 9 90% 

Bilateral 1 10% 1 10% 

Radiating pain above elbow/arm region 

None 2 

 

20% - - 

Unilateral 7 70% 9 90% 

Bilateral 1 10% 1 10% 

Radiating pain bellow elbow/forearm region 

None 5 50% 2 20% 

Unilateral 4 40% 7 70% 

Bilateral 1 10% 1 10% 
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MRI report finding 

Disc 

protrusion 

3 30% 6 60% 

Disc 

Herniation 

2 20% 2 20% 

Disc Bulging 

 

 

5 50% 2 20% 

Sequestration - - - - 

X-Ray report finding 

Increase 
lordosis 

 

1 10% - - 

Decrease 
lordosis 

 

1 10% - - 

Flat cervical 
spine 

- 

- - - - 

Disc space 
reduce 

- - - - 

Degenerative 
changes 

2 20% 1 10% 

Normal study 
 

- - 2 20% 

1+5 3 30% 1 10% 

4+5 1 10 - - 

1+4 1 10% 1 10% 

2+3 1 10% 3 30% 

2+4+5 - - 2 20% 
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Age: Among the respondents the minimum age was 24 years and maximum age was 53 years. 

From 24-33 years there was 4 respondents (40%), 34-43 years there was 2 respondents (20%), 44-

<53 years there was 4 respondents (40%) in control group and on the other hand in experimental 

group 24-33 years there was 3 respondents (30%), 34-43 years there was 2 respondents (20%), 44-

<53 years there was 5 respondents (50%). 

 

Sex: In this study 7 males and 3 females were included and the percentage of male and female 

were 70% and 30% in control group on the other hand in experimental group 9 males and 1 female 

were included and the percentage of male and female were 90% and 10%. 

 

Marital Status: Among the participants90% (n= 9) were married and 1% (n=1) were unmarried 

in both control group and experimental group. 

 

Educational Qualifications Among the participants of the study 30% (n=3) were Secondary, 40% 

(n=4) were Higher secondary, 10% (n=1) were Graduation and 20% (n=2) were Post-graduate 

participant in control group on the other hand in experimental group 10% (n=1) were primary, 

40% (n=4) were Secondary, 10% (n=1) were Higher secondary, 20% (n=1) were Graduation and 

20% (n=2) were Post-graduate participant. 

 

Occupation: Among the 20 participants, 10% (n=1) were Farmers and laborer, 30% (n=3) were 

Service holder, 10% (n=1) were Businessmen 10% (n=1) were Retired, 10% (n=1) were Students, 

and 30% (n=3) were House wife in control group and 20% (n=2) were Farmers and laborer, 30% 

(n=3) were Service holder, 20% (n=2) were Businessmen 10% (n=1) were Retired, 10% (n=1) 

were Students, and 10% (n=1) were House wife in experimental group. 
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Living area: Among the 20 participants, 30% (n=3) were in Rural area, 20% (n=2) were in 

Semirural area, and 50% (n=5) were in Urban area in control group and, 50% (n=5) were in Rural 

area, 20% (n=2) were in Semirural area, and 30% (n=3) in experimental group. 

 

Family size Among the 20 participants, 60% (n=6) were nuclear family and 40% (n=4) were 

combined family in control group and in experimental group, 90% (n=9) were nuclear family and 

10% (n=1) were combined family. 

 

Types of pain: Among the participants of the study 100% had chronic neck pain in both group. 

 

Radiating pain: Among the 20 participants, 20% (n=2) had no radiating pain, 70% (n=7) had 

radiating unilateral pain and 10% (n=1) had radiating bilateral pain in control group and 90% (n=9) 

had radiating unilateral pain and 10% (n=1) had radiating bilateral pain in experimental group. 

 

Radiating pain above elbow arm region: Among the participants of the study 20% (n=2) had no 

radiating pain above elbow arm region, 70% (n=7) had radiating unilateral pain above elbow arm 

region and 10% (n=1) had radiating bilateral pain above elbow arm region in control group, on the 

contrary in experimental group ,90% (n=9) had radiating unilateral pain above elbow arm region 

and 10% (n=1) had radiating bilateral pain above elbow arm region. 

 

Radiating pain bellow elbow forearm region: Among the 20 participants, 50% (n=5) had no 

radiating pain below elbow forearm region, 40% (n=4) had radiating unilateral pain below elbow 

forearm region and 10% (n=1) had radiating bilateral pain below elbow forearm region in control 

group and in experimental group 20% (n=2) had no radiating pain below elbow forearm region, 

70% (n=7) had radiating unilateral pain below elbow forearm region and 10% (n=1) had radiating 

bilateral pain below elbow forearm region. 
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MRI report finding: Among the participants, 30% (n=3) had Disc Protrusion, 20% (n=2) had 

Disc Herniation, 50% (n=5) had Disk Bulging in control group and on the contrary 60% (n=6) had 

Disc Protrusion, 20% (n=2) had Disc Herniation, 20% (n=2) had Disk Bulging in experimental 

group. 

 

X-ray report finding: Among the 20 participants, 10 %(n=1) had Increase lordosis, 10% (n=1) 

had Decrease lordosis, 20% (n=2) had Degenerative change, 30% (n=3) had (1+5), 10% (n=1) had 

(4+5), 10% (n=1) had (1+4) and 10 % (n=1) had (2+3) in X-ray report findings on the other hand 

in experimental group 10% (n=1) had Degenerative change, 20 % (n=2) had normal study, 10% 

(n=1) had (1+5), 20% (n=2) had (2+4+5), 10% (n=1) had (1+4) and 30 % (n=3) had (2+3) in X-

ray report findings. 
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Table 2: Mann Whitney U test 

 

NPRS Mann Whitney U 

value 

P value Significance 

Pain intensity Cervical 

region according to the 

Numeric Pain Rating Scale 

 

24.000 .015 Significant 

Pain intensity arm/above 

elbow region according to 

the Numeric Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

36.000 .224 Insignificant 

Pain intensity 

forearm/below elbow 

region according to the 

Numeric Pain Rating Scale 

 

48.500 .904 Insignificant 

Pain intensity during lying 

position according to the 

Numeric Pain Rating Scale 

 

25.000 .024 Significant 

Pain intensity during 

sitting in chair according 

to the Numeric Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

25.000 .024 Significant 

Pain intensity during 

turning neck according to 

the Numeric Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

4.500 .000 Significant 

Pain intensity during 

walking according to the 

Numeric Pain Rating Scale 

10.000 .000 Significant 

Pain intensity during 

sleeping according to the 

Numeric Pain Rating Scale 

15.000 .001 Significant 
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Pain intensity during 

lifting object according to 

the Numeric Pain Rating 

Scale 

15.000 .001 Significant 

Pain intensity during 

working according to the 

Numeric Pain Rating Scale 

 

5.000 .000 Significant 

Pain intensity during 

driving according to the 

Numeric Pain Rating Scale 

 

49.000 .914 Insignificant 

 

Level of Significance (<0.05) 
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4.2.1 Mann Whitney U test analysis of post- test NPRS pain condition among the 

participants (Between Group Analysis, Table-2). 

Here Man Whitney U test is done to find out the significant level between two groups Control 

group and Experimental group of Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) followed by physiotherapy 

intervention. 

 

The Man Whitney U test have a significant result according to statistical test revealing changes in 

Pain Intensity Cervical region (P= 0. 015) and U value (U=24.000), Pain intensity during lying 

position (P= .024) and U value (U=25.000), Pain intensity during sitting in chair (P= .024) and U 

value (U=25.000), Pain intensity during turning neck (P= .000) and U value (U=4.500), Pain 

intensity during walking (P= .000) and U value (U=10.000), Pain intensity during sleeping (P= 

.001) and U value (U=15.000), Pain intensity during lifting object (P=.001) and U value 

(U=15.000) , Pain intensity during working (P=.000) and U value (U= 5.000) all of this is 

significant (<0.05).  

For this result as the maximum calculated P value is less than the table P value. So here 

alternative hypothesis is accepted and null hypothesis is rejected. 
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Table 3: Wilcoxon z test 

 

Conventional physiotherapy Low grade spinal mobilization 

NPRS Wilcoxon 

z test 

P 

value 

Significance Wilcoxon 

z test 

P 

value 

Significance 

Pain intensity 

Cervical 

region 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

-3.162 .002 Significant -2.889 .004 Significant 

Pain intensity 

arm/above 

elbow region 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

-2.828 .005 Significant -2.889 .004 Significant 

Pain intensity 

forearm/below 

elbow region 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

-1.633 .102 Insignificant -2.640 .008 Significant 
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Pain intensity 

during lying 

position 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

-2.762 .006 Significant -2.919 .004 Significant 

Pain intensity 

during sitting 

in chair 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

-2.810 .005 Significant -3.051 .002 Significant 

Pain intensity 

during turning 

neck 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

-2.828 .005 Significant -2.889 .004 Significant 

Pain intensity 

during 

walking 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

-2.714 .007 Significant -2.972 .003 Significant 

Pain intensity 

during 

sleeping 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

-2.828 .005 Significant -3.051 .002 Significant 

Pain intensity 

during lifting 

-2.828 .005 Significant -2.919 .004 Significant 
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object 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

Pain intensity 

during 

working 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

-3.000 .003 Significant -1.941 .052 Significant 

Pain intensity 

during driving 

according to 

the Numeric 

Pain Rating 

Scale 

 

 

.000 1.000 Insignificant -2.911 .004 Significant 

 

 Level of Significance (<0.05) 
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4.3.1 Wilcoxon test for changes in NPRS in Conventional physiotherapy (Table-3): 

 

Wilcoxon test has been determined to measure the changes in NPRS between pretest and post 

test of Conventional physiotherapy group followed by physiotherapy intervention. 

The Wilcoxon test have a significant result according to statistical test revealing changes between 

pretest and posttest of Conventional physiotherapy group in Pain intensity Cervical region (Z= -

3.162, P=.002), Pain intensity arm/above elbow region (Z= -2.828, P=.005), Pain intensity during 

lying position (Z=-2.762, P=.006), Pain intensity during sitting in chair (Z= -2.810, P=.005), Pain 

intensity during turning neck (Z= -2.828, P=.005), Pain intensity during walking (Z= -2.714, 

P=.007), Pain intensity during sleeping (Z= -2.828, P=.005), Pain intensity during lifting object 

(Z= -2.828, P=.005), Pain intensity during working (Z= -3.000, P=.003), all of this variables are 

significant (<0.05). So here alternative hypothesis is selected and null hypothesis is rejected. It 

can be said that conventional physiotherapy is effective to reduce pain for the patient with 

Chronic neck pain. 
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4.3.2 Wilcoxon test for changes in NPRS in Low grade mobilization (Table-3): 

 

 

Wilcoxon test has been determined to measure the changes in NPRS between pretest and post 

test of Low grade mobilization group followed by physiotherapy intervention. 

The Wilcoxon test have a significant result according to statistical test revealing changes between 

pretest and post test of Low grade mobilization group in Pain intensity Cervical region (Z= -

2.889, P=.004), Pain intensity arm/above elbow region (Z= -2.889, P=.004), Pain intensity during 

lying position (Z= -2.919, P=.004), Pain intensity during sitting in chair (Z= -3.051, P=.002), 

Pain intensity during turning neck (Z= -2.889, P=.004), Pain intensity during walking (Z= -2.972, 

P=.003), Pain intensity during sleeping (Z= -3.051, P=.002), Pain intensity during lifting object 

(Z= --2.919, P=.004), Pain intensity during working (Z= -1.941, P=.052), Pain intensity during 

driving (Z=-2.911, P=.004), all of this variables are significant(<0.05). So here alternative 

hypothesis is selected and null hypothesis is rejected. It can be said that low grade mobilization 

is effective to reduce pain for the patient with Chronic neck pain. 
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Table 4: Independent sample t-test 

 

Researcher has calculated the value of pain and disability of NPDI questionnaire through 

independent sample-t test in between Conventional group and low grade spinal mobilization 

group in the following table: 

 

Variable Mean 

Difference 

95% confidence 

interval of the 

Difference 

F P value Significance 

Lower Upper 

Pain Intensity 

 

1.300 .830 1.770 .066 .000 Significant 

Personal Care 

 

1.500 .902 2.098 9.566 .000 Significant 

Lifting 

 

1.600 1.058 2.142 .000 .000 Significant 

Reading 

 

1.500 .990 2.010 .762 .000 Significant 

Headaches 

 

1.200 .414 1.986 7.579 .005 Significant 

Concentration 

 

1.400 .798 2.002 .073 .000 Significant 

Work 

 

1.400 .992 1.808 16.000 .000 Significant 

Driving 

 

.300 -1.031 1.631 1.557 .641 Insignificant 

Sleeping 

 

.400 -.226 1.026 .225 .196 Insignificant 

Recreation 

 

1.300 .753 1.847 .013 .000 Significant 

 

Level of Significance (<0.05) 
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4.4.1 Independent sample t-test analysis of post-test ROM among the participants (Between 

Group Analysis, Table-4). 

  

Here independent sample t-test is done to find out the significant level between two groups 

conventional group and low grade spinal mobilization group of NPDI followed by physiotherapy 

intervention. 

 

The independent sample t-test have a significant result according to statistical test revealing 

changes between conventional group and low grade spinal mobilization group in Pain Intensity 

(t= 5.814, P= .000), Personal Care (t= 5.267, P= .000), Lifting (t= 6.197, P= .000), Reading (t= 

6.181, P= .000), Headaches (t= 3.207, P= .000), Concentration (t= 4.882, P= .000), Work (t= 

7.203, P= .000), Recreation (t= 4.993, P= .000); all of this variables are significance (<0.05). 

For this result as the maximum variables are significant so here alternative hypothesis is accepted 

and null hypothesis is rejected. 
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Table 5: Paired t-test 

Researcher has calculated the value of pain and disability of NPDI questionnaire through pair-t 

test in between pre and post values of conventional physiotherapy and low grade spinal 

mobilization group in the following table: 

Control group Experimental group 

Variable t 95% 

Confidence 

Interval of 

the 

Difference 

P 

value 

Significance t 95% 

Confidence 

Interval of 

the 

Difference 

P 

value 

Significance 

lower upper lower upper 

Pain Intensity 9.487 1.523 2.477 .000 Significant 15.377 2.900 3.900 .000 Significant 

Personal Care 9.000 1.348 2.252 .000 Significant 14.000 2.348 3.252 .000 Significant 

Lifting 7.236 1.100 2.100 .000 Significant 12.750 2.797 4.003 .000 Significant 

Reading 6.042 1.189 2.611 .000 Significant 11.196 2.474 3.726 .000 Significant 

Headaches 3.354 .326 1.674 .008 Insignificant 6.228 1.592 3.408 .000 Significant 

Concentration 9.487 1.523 2.477 .000 Significant 20.821 3.031 3.769 .000 Significant 

Work 9.487 1.523 2.477 .000 Significant 15.652 2.994 4.006 .000 Significant 

Driving 1.500 -.102 .502 .168 Insignificant 1.464 -.273 1.273 .177 Insignificant 

Sleeping 5.582 .892 2.108 .000 Significant 8.060 1.942 3.458 .000 Significant 

Recreation 9.000 1.572 2.628 .000 Significant 21.604 2.954 3.646 .000 Significant 

 

Level of Significance (<0.05) 
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4.5.1 Paired ‘t’ test for measuring pain and disability of NPDI in Control group (Table-5): 

 

Paired ‘t’ test has been determined to measure the changes in pain and disability of NPDI 

between pretest and post test of conventional physiotherapy group followed by physiotherapy 

intervention. 

Paired ‘t’ test have a significant result according to statistical test revealing changes between 

pretest and post test of conventional physiotherapy group in Pain Intensity (t= 9.487, P= .000), 

Personal Care (t= 9.000, P= .000), Lifting (t= 12.750, P= .000), Reading (t= 11.196, P= .000), 

Headaches (t= 3.354, P= .008), Concentration (t= 9.487, P= .000), Work (t= 9.487, P= .000), 

Sleeping (t= 5.582, P= .000), Recreation (t= 9.000, P= .000); all of this variables are significant 

(<0.05). So here alternative hypothesis is selected and null hypothesis is rejected. It can be said 

that conventional physiotherapy is effective for reducing pain and disability for the patient with 

Chronic neck pain. 
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4.5.2 Paired ‘t’ test for measuring pain and disability of NPDI in Experimental group (Table-

5): 

Paired ‘t’ test has been determined to measure the changes in pain and disability of NPDI 

between pretest and post test of low grade spinal mobilization group followed by physiotherapy 

intervention. 

Paired ‘t’ test have a significant result according to statistical test revealing changes between 

pretest and post test of low grade spinal mobilization group in Pain Intensity (t= 15.377, P= .000), 

Personal Care (t= 14.000, P= .000), Lifting (t= 7.236, P= .000), Reading (t= 6.042, P= .000), 

Headaches (t= 6.228, P= .008), Concentration (t= 20.821, P= .000), Work (t= 15.652, P= .000), 

Sleeping (t= 8.060, P= .000), Recreation (t= 21.604, P= .000); all of this variables are significant 

(<0.05). So here alternative hypothesis is selected and null hypothesis is rejected. It can be said 

that low grade spinal mobilization is effective for reducing pain and disability for the patient with 

Chronic neck pain. 
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    CHAPTER – V                                                                                          DISCUSSION    

 

The researcher was devoted to find out the effectiveness of Low grade spinal mobilization for 

the patient with Chronic neck pain. The different measurement tools were used to examine the 

hypothesis and test the hypothesis whether the null hypothesis were accepted or not based on the 

smaller or larger p. Self-oriented questionnaire was used to find out the socio-demographical 

indicators. Significant improvements occurred in most of the measures that were recorded before 

and after treatment. The result found that the mean age was (44- <53) years. Among all of the 

participants 80% was male and 20% was 30% were service holder, ,15% were businessman, 10% 

were student, 20.0% were housewife. In this study 90.0% patients were married and other 10.0% 

were unmarried. 75.0% were from the nuclear family and 25.0% were from combined family. 

40% among of all the patients were from rural area,20% were from semi-rural area and 40% were 

from urban area. Among all the patients,5 % were primary level, 35% were secondary level, , 

25% were H.S.C passed, 15% were graduate, 20% were post graduate. The mean monthly family 

income was BDT 27642. In this experimental study 20 patients with Chronic neck pain were 

randomly assigned to the Control group and to the Experimental group. Among these 20 patients, 

10 patients were included in the Control group who received only conventional physiotherapy 

and the rest of the 10 patients were included in the Experimental group, who received Low grade 

spinal mobilization with conventional physiotherapy. Each group attended for 6 sessions of 

treatment within two weeks in the physiotherapy outdoor department of CRP Savar in order to 

demonstrate the improvement. The outcome was measured by using Numeric Pain Rating Scale 

for pain intensity in different functional position, and NPDI for measuring Pain, ROM and 

Disability. Man Whitney U test and Unpaired ‘t’test was done to compare the effectiveness 

between two groups Control and Experimental on the other hand Wilcoxon test and Paired ‘t’ 

test was done to find out the effectiveness in pre and posttest in within group. In this study in 

Wilcoxon statistics Conventional physiotherapy found very effective to decrease pain in NPRS 

in Control group and Low grade spinal mobilization also found effective to decrease pain in 

NPRS in Experimental group following the significance level (P=<0.05). But in the Man Whitney 

U Statistics Low grade spinal mobilization with conventional physiotherapy found more effective 

(as most of the calculated U value were less than the table U value) than Only conventional 

physiotherapy to decrease pain in NPRS following the significance level (P=<0.05). To 
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determination the pain and disability of NPDI in Paired ‘t’ statistics Conventional physiotherapy 

and Low grade mobilization found effective to decrease pain and disability in separate groups 

where the significance level was (P=<0.05). But in compares between two groups Unpaired ‘t’ 

statistics found Low grade spinal mobilization more effective (as all of the variables were 

significance) than Conventional physiotherapy, in the neck following the significance level 

(P=<0.05) 

 

An evaluation of a therapeutic exercise programmer to reduce pain and enhance cervical function 

was held in 2014. Group I – For two weeks (five days a week, one session per day), 20 

participants (f = 6; m = 14) received Maitland mobilization of the cervical spine as well as 

prescribed exercises. In the case of Group II– 20 participants (f = 7; m =13) received supervised 

exercise program consisting of flexibility and strengthening exercises for a period of five sessions 

per week for two weeks. The exercises prescribed were stretching exercises to cervical and 

scapular muscles, deep neck flexor strengthening, isometric exercises for extensors, side flexors 

(both sides) and rotators (both sides), anti-gravity strengthening to rhomboids, middle and lower 

trapeze and cervical ROM exercises. All exercises were done with a dosage of one set of 10 

repetitions with 6 s hold and 10 s rest between the repetitions The Maitland technique is used to 

treat the patient, and it aims to determine the efficacy of an intervention by assessing the restricted 

segmental mobility induced by the patient's symptoms. The participants were given Maitland 

mobilization. Grades I and II were used when pain occurred before the motion barrier was 

encountered, whereas grades III and IV were used when the motion barrier was encountered. 

With metronome control and a frequency of 3–4 mobilizations of the joint lasting roughly 30 

seconds each, this oscillatory mobilization was accomplished at a rate of 2–3 oscillations per 

second. Each mobilization was separated by a one-minute rest period. The findings of this study 

imply that supervised exercises are just as effective as unsupervised exercises. Neck mobilization 

and exercises combined were as beneficial in lowering neck pain, enhancing range of motion, 

and reducing related impairment among participants. (Ganesh, Mohanty, Pattnaik and Mishra, 

2014). 
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In 2009 a study that compared the effectiveness of two treatment strategies that used varied levels 

of mobilization approaches. Control (n = 24) and experimental (n = 24) therapy groups were 

assigned to 48 patients. Both groups reported significant pain alleviation following therapy during 

the most severe active activity and spinal palpation. These data imply that, regardless of whatever 

cervical vertebral level is mobilized, individuals with persistent neck pain may enjoy instant pain 

alleviation during movement and vertebral palpation. However, the changes were minor generally, 

and both treatment strategies resulted in clinically meaningful improvements in the individuals. 

(Aquino et al., 2009). 

In June 2021, another study assumed where 50 participants were taken in which the control group 

had 76 percent females, 64 percent of whom were over 30 years old, and the mean age was 

33.48±8.59, whereas the manual mobilization treatment group had 72 percent females and 68 

percent of whom were between 20 and 30 years old, and the mean age was 30.44±7.89. The 

average age was 33.48±8.59. The first group received treatment from a physiotherapist, which 

included stretching exercises and other physiotherapy interventions. Both groups received 

treatment twice weekly for three weeks, for a total of six treatment sessions. Group 2 underwent 

mobilization in grades I and II, as well as strengthening exercises. Every patient received a 10-

minute therapy intervention for mobilization of the hypo mobile segments, as determined by the 

evaluation prior to the treatment regime. In the prone posture, mobilization was administered. The 

spinal segments that were most provocative of 30-second oscillations were given posterior– 

anterior mobilization for three bouts. IBM SPSS version 23.0 was used to investigate the data. For 

baseline characteristics of examined variables, counts with percentages were presented between 

two treatment groups. Manual Mobilization and traditional physiotherapy The post-treatment 

outcomes of Stretching Exercise and Manual Mobilization were also compared using the 

independent sample t-test. The P-value that is considered significant is less than 0.05. In the 

management of NP, both groups received therapy protocols that reduced pain and impairment. 

Both treatments showed similar significant findings in terms of lowering pain, restoring ROM, and 

functioning in both groups, but manual mobilization performed somewhat better when compared 

to traditional physiotherapy. There were two types of outcome measurements utilized. One is the 

NPRS questionnaire, while the other is the NDI questionnaire. (Waheed et al., 2021).  
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The results of the study demonstrated that low grade spinal mobilization is slightly better for pain 

and disability for the patient with chronic neck pain than conventional physiotherapy. Other studies 

have also found that low grade spinal mobilization have greater role in increase cervical ROM and 

improve functionality.  
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Limitation of the Study:  

 Among the vast numbers of chronic neck pain patients, the sample size was really very 

small, so the result is difficult to generalize among whole population as different people 

can have different lifestyles. 

 Researcher took help from one assessor for data collection purpose, it may vary result and 

had a high chance of biasness.  

 Data was collected from only one clinical setting CRP at Savar; it can be influencing the 

result and outcome of the results.  

 Sometimes treatment sessions and exercise sessions were interrupted due to public holiday 

and recruit physiotherapists took leave in the data collection that may interrupt the result. 

 Different participants had different capacity of exercise tolerance, but every participant 

took on the same exercise protocol. Exercise protocols would be better if participants were 

given different protocol according to their capacity.  

 The mean age and gender of two groups were not same. That can affect the results.  

 Clinical Physiotherapists who were providing physiotherapy treatment, they could give 

different treatments to different patients. That can change the result.  

 There was no available research done in this area in Bangladesh. So, relevant information 

about chronic neck pain patient with specific intervention for Bangladesh was very limited 

in this study.  
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    CHAPTER – VI                                      CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION     

 

6.1 Conclusion 

The result of this study has shown that the effectiveness of low grade spinal mobilization along 

with conventional physiotherapy for the patients with chronic neck pain. It was a quantitative study 

of clinical trial. Among 20 participants 10 participants received low grade spinal mobilization and 

rest 10 participants received only conventional physiotherapy. Both groups received same 

conventional physiotherapy at the same time. Only difference was the low grade mobilization 

given by the researcher and this difference brought the difference to the results. Actually, both of 

the groups had significant change in pain and disability among the patients in pre and post 

treatment periods. After posttest, group had significant change in pain perception and functionality. 

Then researcher compare the results between groups, both groups had a significant change in 6 

points among 10 points. where the low grade mobilization had significant change over the 

conventional physiotherapy. The final result showed that the low grade spinal mobilization along 

with conventional physiotherapy is more helpful in chronic neck pain patients for pain control and 

reduce disabilities. This study now can help the physiotherapists to rehabilitation and prevent 

disabilities by chronic neck pain even more.  

 

6.2 Recommendation 

As a consequence of this research, it is recommended to do further study including only low grade 

spinal mobilization and only conventional physiotherapy for chronic neck pain alone to assess the 

effectiveness of these interventions with well blinding procedure. It is also recommended to 

include the functional outcome assessment of patient and to identify the average number of 

sessions that are needed to be discharged from treatment to validate the treatment technique.  

It is also recommended to do further study on this topic with much larger population. 

The researcher did not have enough environment and enough equipment to complete the research. 

That’s why researcher recommended to do further study with enough time and by maintaining 

available equipment to make the study more valid. 
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Appendix 

 

Code: Date: 
 

Verbal Consent Statement 
 

(Please read out to the participants) 
 

Assalamualaikum/Namaskar, 
 
My name is Mahmudul Hasan, I am conducting this study as a part of my academic work of B.Sc. 

in Physiotherapy under Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), which is affiliated with 

the University of Dhaka. My study title is “Effectiveness of low-grade spinal mobilization for 

the patient with Chronic neck pain”. I would like to know about some personal and other related 

information regarding Chronic neck pain. You will need to answer some questions which are 

mentioned in this form. It will take approximately 20-25 minutes. 
 
I would like to inform you that this is a purely academic study and will not be used for any other 

purpose. All information provided by you will keep in a locker as confidential and in the event of 

any report or publication, it will be ensured that the source of information remains anonymous, 

and also all information will be destroyed after completion of the study. 
 
Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw yourself at any time during 

this study without any negative consequences. You also have the right not to answer a particular 

question that you don’t like or do not want to answer during the interview. 
 
If you have any queries about the study or your right as a participant, you may contact me and/or 
my supervisor Mohammad Anwar Hossain, Associate Professor (BHPI), Senior Consultant, Head 
of the department of Physiotherapy, CRP, Savar, Dhaka-1343. 
 
 
Do you have any questions before I start? Yes / No 
 
So, may I have your consent to proceed with the interview or work? 
 
Yes………… 
 
No…………. 
 
Signature of the Participant ________________________ 
 
Address ____________________ 

 

Contact number ______________________  

     

Signature of the Interviewer________________________ 
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ক োড:                                                                                               তোরিখঃ 
ক োরখ  অনু রত পত্র 

(অংশগ্রহণ োিী ক  পড়ে কশোনোড়ত হড়ে) 

আসসালামুযালাইকুম/নমস্কার, 

আ োি নো   োহ ুদুল হোসোন,আর  এই গড়েষণো প্র ল্পরি েোংলোড়দশ কহলথ প্রড়েশনস ইনরিরিউি (রে এইচ রপ আই)- যো ঢো ো রেশ্বরেদযোলড়়েি 

অরিভুক্ত এ পরিচোলনো  িরি যো আ োি ৪থথ েষথ রে এসরস ইন রেরিওড়থিোপী ক োড়সথি অরিভুক্ত। আ োি গড়েষণোি রশড়িোনো  হল-দীর্থস্থো়েী 

র্োড়ে েযথো কিোগীি িনয কলো কগ্রড ক োরেলোইড়িশন এি  োযথ োরিতো। আর  এড়েড়ত্র আপনোড়  র িু েযরক্তগত এেং অনুষরি  প্রশ্ন  িড়ত 

চোরি। যো এই েড় থ উড়েখ  িো হড়়েড়ি।এরি আনু োরন  ২০-২৫ র রনি স ়ে কনড়ে।আর  আপনোড়  অনুগত  িড়ত চোই কয এরি এ রি 

সমূ্পণথরূড়প এ োড়ডর   অিয়েন এেং অনয ক োন উড়েড়শয েযেহোি  িো হড়ে নো। আপনোি দ্বোিো প্রদত্ত স স্ত তড়থযি কগোপনী়েতো েিো়ে 

িোখো হড়ে এেং ক োনও প্ররতড়েদন েো প্র োড়শি কেড়ত্র, এরি রনরিত  িো হড়ে কয তড়থযি উৎসরি অপ্র োরশত থো ড়ে এেং অিয়েন কশষ 

হও়েোি পড়ি স স্ত তথয রেলীন  িো হড়ে। 

এই অিয়েড়ন আপনোি অংশগ্রহণ কেিো প্রড়ণোরদত এেং আপরন এই অিয়েন চলো োলীন কযড় োড়নো স ়ে ক োড়নো কনরতেোচ  পরিণরত িোেোই 

রনড়িড়  প্রতযোহোি  িড়ত পোড়িন। এিোেোও সোেোৎ োড়িি স ়ে আপরন পিন্দ  ড়িন নো েো উত্তি রদড়ত চোন নো এ ন ক োড়নো প্রড়শ্নি উত্তি 

নো কদও়েোি অরি োিও আপনোি িড়়েড়ি। 

এই অিয়েড়ন অংশগ্রহণ োিী রহসোড়ে যরদ আপনোি ক োন প্রশ্ন থোড়  তোহড়ল, আপরন আ োি সোড়থ কযোগোড়যোগ  িড়ত পোড়িন অথেো আ োি 

সুপোিভোইিোি ক োহোম্মদ আড়নো়েোি কহোড়সন, সহড়যোগী অিযোপ  (রেএইচরপআই), রসরন়েি  নসোলড়িন্ট, রেরিওড়থিোরপ রেভোড়গি প্রিোন, 

রসআিরপ, সোভোি, ঢো ো- ১৩৪৩ উনোি সোড়থও কযোগোড়যোগ  িড়ত পোড়িন। 

শুরু  িোি আড়গ আপনোি ক োন প্রশ্ন আড়ি? হযোাঁ/নো 

তোহড়ল, ইন্টোিরভউ েো  োড়িি িনয আর  র  আপনোি সম্মরত কপড়ত পোরি? 

হযোাঁ…………           নো…………. 

অংশগ্রহণ োিীি েোেি _______________________ 

রি োনো ____________________ 

কযোগোড়যোড়গি নম্বি ______________________                                             

সোেোৎগ্রহণ োিীি েোেি ________________________ 
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Questionnaire (English) 

PRE-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Title: Effectiveness of low-grade spinal mobilization for the patient with 

chronic neck pain. 
 

Part 1: Socio-demographic Information 

 

1.1    Age: 
 
1.2   Sex: 

1. Male 

2. Female 

 

1.3   Marital Status 
 

1. Married 
 

2. Unmarried 
 
 
1.4   Educational Qualifications 
 

1. Illiterate 
 

2. Primary 
 

3. Secondary 
 

4. Higher secondary 
 

5. Graduation 
 

6. Post-graduation 
 
1.5 Occupation 
 

1. Farmers and laborer 
 

2. Service Holder 
 

3. House wife 

 

4. Businessman 
 

5. Retired 
 

6. Student 

 

7. Others ……………..
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1.6 Living area 
 

1. Rural 
 

2.Semirural 
 

3.Urban 
 
1.7 Family size 
 

1. Nuclear Family 
 

2. Combined Family 
 
1.8 Family members ………… 

 
1.9 Monthly Income ………………………………… 
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Part-2: Clinical information\Pain related information 
 

2.1 Types of pain 

1. Acute Pain 

2. Subacute Pain 

3. Chronic pain 

2.2 Radiating pain 

1. None 

2. Unilateral 

3. Bilateral 

2.3 Radiating pain above elbow/arm region 

1. None 

2. Unilateral 

3. Bilateral 

2.4 Radiating pain bellow elbow/forearm region 

1. None 

2. Unilateral 

3. Bilateral 

2.5 MRI report finding 

1. Disc protrusion 

2. Disc Herniation 

3. Disc Bulging 

4. Disc Sequestration 

2.5 X-Ray report finding 

1. Increase lordosis 

2. Decrease lordosis 

3. Flat Cervical spine 

4. Disc space reduce 

5. Degenerative change 

6. Normal study 
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Part-3: Pain related Question 

    
3.1 Pain intensity Cervical region according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 
 

                 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
Zero (0) means no pain, five (5) means moderate pain and Ten (10) means extreme pain. 

 

3.2 Pain intensity arm/above elbow region according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 

 

 

                 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3.3 Pain intensity forearm/below elbow region according to the Numeric Pain Rating 

Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3.4 Pain intensity during lying position according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3.5 Pain intensity during sitting in chair according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3.6 Pain intensity during turning neck according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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3.7 Pain intensity during walking according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3.8 Pain intensity during sleeping according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3.9 Pain intensity during lifting object according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3.10 Pain intensity during working according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

3.11 Pain intensity during driving according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 
 

                    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Part-4: Neck pain disability index 
 

Please read the instructions before answering. 

 

This questionnaire is designed to give the health care provider information as to how your neck 

pain has affected your ability to manage in your everyday life. In each section, mark only the ONE 

box that applies to you. We realize that you consider that two of the statements in any one section 

relates to you, but just mark the one that most closely describes your problem today. 

 

 

Section 1 - Pain Intensity 
 

o I have no pain at the moment.  
o The pain is very mild at the moment. 
o The pain is moderate at the moment. 
o The pain is fairly severe at the moment. 
o The pain is very severe at the moment. 

o The pain is the worst imaginable at the moment. 

 

Section 2 -- Personal Care (Washing, Dressing, etc.) 
 

o I can look after myself normally without causing extra pain.  
o I can look after myself normally but it causes extra pain. 
o It is painful to look after myself and I am slow and careful. 
o I need some help but manage most of my personal care. 
o I need help every day in most aspects of self-care. 
o I do not get dressed, I wash with difficulty and stay in bed. 

 

Section 3 – Lifting 
 

o I can lift heavy weights without extra pain.  
o I can lift heavy weights but it gives extra pain. 
o Pain prevents me from lifting heavy weights off the floor, but I can manage if they are 

conveniently positioned, for example on a table.  
o Pain prevents me from lifting heavy weights, but I can manage light to medium 

weights if they are conveniently positioned.  
o I can lift very light weights. 
o I cannot lift or carry anything at all. 
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Section 4 – Reading 
 

o I can read as much as I want to with no pain in my neck.  
o I can read as much as I want to with slight pain in my neck. 
o I can read as much as I want with moderate pain. 
o I can't read as much as I want because of moderate pain in my neck.  
o I can hardly read at all because of severe pain in my neck. 

o I cannot read at all. 

 

Section 5-Headaches 
 

o I have no headaches at all.  
o I have slight headaches which come infrequently. 
o I have slight headaches which come frequently. 
o I have moderate headaches which come infrequently. 
o I have severe headaches which come frequently. 

o I have headaches almost all the time. 

 

Section 6 – Concentration 
 

o I can concentrate fully when I want to with no difficulty.  
o I can concentrate fully when I want to with slight difficulty. 
o I have a fair degree of difficulty in concentrating when I want to. 
o I have a lot of difficulty in concentrating when I want to. 
o I have a great deal of difficulty in concentrating when I want to. 
o I cannot concentrate at all. 

 

Section 7—Work 
 

o I can do as much work as I want to.  
o I can only do my usual work, but no more. 

o I can do most of my usual work, but no more.  
o I cannot do my usual work. 
o I can hardly do any work at all. 
o I can't do any work at all 

 
Section 8 – Driving 
 

o I drive my car without any neck pain.  
o I can drive my car as long as I want with slight pain in my neck. 
o I can drive my car as long as I want with moderate pain in my neck.  
o I can't drive my car as long as I want because of moderate pain in my neck.  
o I can hardly drive my car at all because of severe pain in my neck.  
o I can't drive my car at all. 
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Section 9 – Sleeping 
 

o I have no trouble sleeping.  
o My sleep is slightly disturbed (less than 1 hr. sleepless). 
o My sleep is moderately disturbed (1-2 hrs. sleepless). 
o My sleep is moderately disturbed (2-3 hrs. sleepless). 
o My sleep is greatly disturbed (3-4 hrs. sleepless). 
o My sleep is completely disturbed (5-7 hrs. sleepless). 

 
Section 10 – Recreation 
 

o I am able to engage in all my recreation activities with no neck pain at all. 

o I am able to engage in all my recreation activities, with some pain in my neck.  
o I am able to engage in most, but not all of my usual recreation activities because of 

pain in my neck. 
o I am able to engage in a few of my usual recreation activities because of pain in my 

neck.  
o I can hardly do any recreation activities because of pain in my neck.  
o I can't do any recreation activities at all
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POST-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Part-1: Pain related Question  

 

1.1 Pain intensity Cervical region according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

Zero (0) means no pain, five (5) means moderate pain and Ten (10) means extreme pain. 

 

1.2 Pain intensity arm/above elbow region according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1.3 Pain intensity forearm/below elbow region according to the Numeric Pain Rating 

Scale  
 
 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1.4 Pain intensity during lying position according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1.5 Pain intensity during sitting in chair according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1.6 Pain intensity during turning neck according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 

 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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1.7 Pain intensity during walking according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1.8 Pain intensity during sleeping according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1.9 Pain intensity during lifting object according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1.10 Pain intensity during working according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1.11 Pain intensity during driving according to the Numeric Pain Rating Scale  
 
 
 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Part-2: Neck pain disability index 
 

Please read the instructions before answering. 

 

This questionnaire is designed to give the health care provider information as to how your neck 

pain has affected your ability to manage in your everyday life. In each section, mark only the ONE 

box that applies to you. We realize that you consider that two of the statements in any one section 

relates to you, but just mark the one that most closely describes your problem today. 

 

Section 1 - Pain Intensity 
 

o I have no pain at the moment.  
o The pain is very mild at the moment. 
o The pain is moderate at the moment. 
o The pain is fairly severe at the moment. 
o The pain is very severe at the moment. 

o The pain is the worst imaginable at the moment. 

 

Section 2 -- Personal Care (Washing, Dressing, etc.) 
 

o I can look after myself normally without causing extra pain.  
o I can look after myself normally but it causes extra pain. 
o It is painful to look after myself and I am slow and careful. 
o I need some help but manage most of my personal care. 
o I need help every day in most aspects of self-care. 
o I do not get dressed, I wash with difficulty and stay in bed. 

 

Section 3 – Lifting 
 

o I can lift heavy weights without extra pain.  
o I can lift heavy weights but it gives extra pain. 
o Pain prevents me from lifting heavy weights off the floor, but I can manage if they are 

conveniently positioned, for example on a table.  
o Pain prevents me from lifting heavy weights, but I can manage light to medium 

weights if they are conveniently positioned.  
o I can lift very light weights. 
o I cannot lift or carry anything at all. 
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Section 4 – Reading 
 

o I can read as much as I want to with no pain in my neck.  
o I can read as much as I want to with slight pain in my neck. 
o I can read as much as I want with moderate pain. 
o I can't read as much as I want because of moderate pain in my neck.  
o I can hardly read at all because of severe pain in my neck. 
o I cannot read at all. 

 

Section 5-Headaches 
 

o I have no headaches at all.  
o I have slight headaches which come infrequently. 
o I have slight headaches which come frequently. 
o I have moderate headaches which come infrequently. 
o I have severe headaches which come frequently. 
o I have headaches almost all the time. 

 

Section 6 – Concentration 
 

o I can concentrate fully when I want to with no difficulty.  
o I can concentrate fully when I want to with slight difficulty. 
o I have a fair degree of difficulty in concentrating when I want to. 
o I have a lot of difficulty in concentrating when I want to. 
o I have a great deal of difficulty in concentrating when I want to. 
o I cannot concentrate at all. 

 

Section 7—Work 
 

o I can do as much work as I want to.  
o I can only do my usual work, but no more. 

o I can do most of my usual work, but no more.  
o I cannot do my usual work. 
o I can hardly do any work at all. 
o I can't do any work at all 

 
Section 8 – Driving 
 

o I drive my car without any neck pain.  
o I can drive my car as long as I want with slight pain in my neck. 
o I can drive my car as long as I want with moderate pain in my neck.  
o I can't drive my car as long as I want because of moderate pain in my neck.  
o I can hardly drive my car at all because of severe pain in my neck.  
o I can't drive my car at all. 
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Section 9 – Sleeping 
 

o I have no trouble sleeping.  
o My sleep is slightly disturbed (less than 1 hr. sleepless). 
o My sleep is moderately disturbed (1-2 hrs. sleepless). 
o My sleep is moderately disturbed (2-3 hrs. sleepless). 
o My sleep is greatly disturbed (3-4 hrs. sleepless). 
o My sleep is completely disturbed (5-7 hrs. sleepless). 

 
Section 10 – Recreation 
 

o I am able to engage in all my recreation activities with no neck pain at all. 

o I am able to engage in all my recreation activities, with some pain in my neck.  
o I am able to engage in most, but not all of my usual recreation activities because of 

pain in my neck. 
o I am able to engage in a few of my usual recreation activities because of pain in my 

neck.  
o I can hardly do any recreation activities because of pain in my neck.  
o I can't do any recreation activities at all. 
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Questionnaire (Bangla) 

রপ্র-কিি প্রশ্নোেলী 

রশড়িোনো : দীর্থস্থো়েী র্োে েযথো কিোগীি িনয রনম্ন-কগ্রড়ডি ক রুদড়েি ক োরেলোইড়িশড়নি 
 োযথ োরিতো। 

পোিথ ১: সো োরি -িনসংখযো সংক্রোন্ত তথয 

১.১ ে়েস: 

১.২ রলি:  

      ১. পুরুষ 

      ২.  রহলো 

১.৩ বেেোরহ  অেস্থো 

      ১. রেেোরহত 

      ২. অরেেোরহত 

১.৪ রশেোগত কযোগযতো 

      ১. অেিজ্ঞোন সম্পন্ন  

      ২. প্রোথর   

      ৩.  োিযর   

      ৪. উচ্চ  োিযর   

      ৫. স্নোত  

      ৬. স্নোতড় োত্তি 

১.৫ কপশো 

      ১.  ৃষ  এেং শ্রর    

      ২. চো রিিীেী 
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      ৩. গৃরহণী  

      ৪. েযেসো়েী  

      ৫. অেসিপ্রোপ্ত 

      ৬. িোত্র 

      ৭. অনযিো ……………….  

১.৬ থো োি িো়েগো 

      ১. গ্রো ীণ 

      ২.  েেল 

      ৩. শহুড়ি 

১.৭ পরিেোড়িি আ োি 

      ১. এ   পরিেোি 

      ২. সরম্মরলত পরিেোি 

১.৮ পরিেোড়িি সদসয ……………………. 

১.৯  োরস  আ়ে ……………………………… 
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পোিথ-২: রিরন োল তথয\েযথো সম্পর থত তথয 

 

২.১ েযথোি িিন 

      ১. তীব্র েযথো 

      ২.  োঝোিী তীব্র েযথো 

      ৩. দীর্থস্থো়েী েযথো 

২.২ িেোড়নো েযথো 

      ১. কনই 

      ২. এ হোড়ত 

      ৩. দুইহোড়ত 

২.৩  নুই/েোহুি অঞ্চড়লি উপড়ি িেোড়নো েযথো 

      ১. কনই 

      ২. এ হোড়ত 

      ৩. দুইহোড়ত  

২.৪  নুইড়়েি নীড়চ/েোহুি অংড়শ িেোড়নো েযথো 

      ১. কনই 

      ২. এ হোড়ত 

      ৩. দুইহোড়ত 

২.৫ এ আিআই রিড়পোিথ সন্ধোন 

      ১. রডস্ক কপ্রোটু্রশন 

      ২. রডস্ক হোরনথড়়েশন 

      ৩. রডস্ক েোলরিং 

      ৪. রডস্ক রসড় োড়়েড়েশন 
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২.৬ এক্স-কি রিড়পোিথ সন্ধোন 

      ১. ইনরক্রি লড়ডথোরসস  

      ২. রডরক্রি লড়ডথোরসস       

      ৩. ফ্ল্যোি সোিভোই োল স্পোইন 

      ৪. রডস্ক কস্পস রিরডউি 

      ৫. রডড়িনোড়িরিভ কচঞ্জ 

      ৬. নি োল িোরড 
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পোিথ-৩: েযথো সম্পর থত প্রশ্ন 

 

৩.১ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী র্োড়ে েযথোি তীব্রতোঃ 
 
 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

            শূনয (০)  োড়ন েযথো কনই, পোাঁচ (৫)  োড়ন  োঝোরি েযথো এেং দশ (১০)  োড়ন চি  েযথো। 

৩.২ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী েোহু/ নুইড়়েি উপড়ি অঞ্চড়ল েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

৩.৩ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী েোহু/ নুইড়়েি নীড়চি অঞ্চড়ল েযথোি তীব্রতো 

 
 

            ০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

৩.৪ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী শুড়়ে থো োি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

 ৩.৫ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী কচ়েোড়ি েসোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

৩.৬ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী র্োে কর্োিোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 
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৩.৭ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী হোাঁিোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

৩.৮ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী রু্ড় ি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

৩.৯ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী েস্তু উড়ত্তোলড়নি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

৩.১০ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী  োি  িোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

৩.১১ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী গোরে চোলোড়নোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

  

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 
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পোিথ-4: কন  কপইন রডসএরেরলরি ইড়েক্স 

 

উত্তি কদও়েোি আড়গ রনড়দথশোেলী পেুন. 

এই প্রশ্নপত্ররি েোস্থযড়সেো প্রদোন োিীড়  তথয কদও়েোি িনয রডিোইন  িো হড়়েড়ি কয  ীভোড়ে আপনোি 

র্োড়েি েযথো আপনোি বদনরন্দন িীেড়ন পরিচোলনো  িোি ে তোড়  প্রভোরেত  ড়িড়ি। প্ররতরি রেভোড়গ, 

শুিু োত্র এ রি েোক্স রচরিত  রুন যো আপনোি িনয প্রড়যোিয। আ িো উপলরি  রি কয আপরন রেড়েচনো 

 ড়িন কয কযড় োড়নো এ রি রেভোড়গ দুরি রেেৃরত আপনোি সোড়থ সম্পর থত, তড়ে শুিু োত্র এ রিরিড়  রচরিত 

 রুন যো আিড় ি আপনোি স সযোরিড়  সেড়চড়়ে র্রনষ্ঠভোড়ে েণথনো  ড়ি। 

রেভোগ ১ – েযথোি তীব্রতো 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ আ োি ক োন েযথো কনই। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো খুেই হোল ো। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো  োঝোরি। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো ক োিো ুরি তীব্র। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো খুে তীব্র। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো সেড়চড়়ে খোিোপ  ল্পনো  িো যো়ে। 

রেভোগ ২ -- েযরক্তগত যত্ন (কিো়েো, কেরসং, ইতযোরদ) 

      o আর  অরতরিক্ত েযথো িোেোই রনড়িি যত্ন রনড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  সোিোিণত রনড়িি যত্ন রনড়ত পোরি র ন্তু এড়ত অরতরিক্ত েযথো হ়ে। 

      o রনড়িি যত্ন কনও়েো কেদনোদো়ে  এেং আর  িীিগরতি এেং সত থতো অেলম্বন  রি। 

      o আ োি র িু সোহোযয দি োি হ়ে র ন্তু আ োি েযরক্তগত যড়ত্নি অরি োংশই রনড়ি পরিচোলনো  রি।  
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      o ে-যড়ত্নি কেরশিভোগ কেড়ত্র আ োি প্ররতরদন সোহোড়যযি প্রড়়েোিন হ়ে। 

      o আর  িো ো োপে পিড়ত পোরি নো, আ োি িো ো  োপে িুড়ত এেং রেিোনো়ে থো ড়ত  ষ্ট হ়ে। 

রেভোগ ৩ - উড়ত্তোলন 

      o আর  অরতরিক্ত েযথো িোেোই ভোিী ওিন তুলড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ভোিী ওিন তুলড়ত পোরি র ন্তু এরি অরতরিক্ত েযথো কদ়ে। 

      o েযথো আ োড়  ক ড়ঝ কথড়  ভোিী ওিন তুলড়ত েোিো কদ়ে, র ন্তু কসগুরল সুরেিো ত অেস্থোড়ন থো ড়ল 

আর  তুলড়ত পোরি, উদোহিণেরূপ এ রি কিরেড়ল। 

      o েযথো আ োড়  ভোিী ওিন তুলড়ত েোিো কদ়ে, তড়ে আর  হোল ো কথড়   োঝোরি ওিন তুলড়ত পোরি 

যরদ কসগুরল সুরেিোিন ভোড়ে অেস্থোন  ড়ি। 

      o আর  খুে হোল ো ওিন তুলড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ক োড়নোর িুই তুলড়ত েো েহন  িড়ত পোরি নো। 

রেভোগ ৪ – পেো 

      o আর  আ োি র্োড়ে েযথো িোেোই যত খুরশ পেড়ত পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে সো োনয েযথো হড়লও আর  যত খুরশ পেড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর   োঝোরি েযথো রনড়়ে যত খুরশ পেড়ত পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে  োঝোরি েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  যতিো চোই ততিো পেড়ত পোরি নো। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে প্রচে েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  খুে   ই পেড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ক োড়িই পেড়ত পোরি নো। 
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রেভোগ ৫- োথোেযথো 

      o আ োি ক োড়নো  োথোেযথো কনই। 

      o আ োি সো োনয  োথোেযথো আড়ি যো  োড়ঝ োড়ঝ আড়স। 

      o আ োি সো োনয  োথোেযথো আড়ি যো র্ন র্ন আড়স। 

      o আ োি  োঝোরি  োথোেযথো আড়ি যো  োড়ঝ োড়ঝ আড়স। 

      o আ োি তীব্র  োথোেযথো আড়ি যো র্ন র্ন আড়স। 

      o আ োি প্রো়ে সে স ়ে  োথোেযথো থোড় । 

রেভোগ ৬ –  ড়নোড়যোগ 

      o আর  ক োন অসুরেিো িোেোই যখন চোই তখন পুড়িোপুরি  ড়নোরনড়েশ  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o সো োনয অসুরেিো হড়লও আর  পুড়িোপুরি  ড়নোরনড়েশ  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  যখন চোই তখন  ড়নোড়যোগ রদড়ত আ োি যড়থষ্ট অসুরেিো হ়ে। 

      o আর  যখন চোই তখন  ড়নোড়যোগ রদড়ত আ োি অড়ন  অসুরেিো হ়ে। 

      o আর  যখন চোই তখন  ড়নোড়যোগ রদড়ত আ োি অড়ন  কেশী অসুরেিো হ়ে। 

      o আর  ক োড়িও  ড়নোরনড়েশ  িড়ত পোরি নো। 

রেভোগ ৭— োি 

      o আর  যত  োি  িড়ত চোই ততিো  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  শুিু োত্র আ োি েোভোরে   োি  িড়ত পোরি, র ন্তু তোি কেশী নো। 

      o আর  আ োি েোভোরে   োড়িি কেরশিভোগই  িড়ত পোরি, র ন্তু তোি কেশী নো। 
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      o আর  আ োি েোভোরে   োি  িড়ত পোরি নো। 

      o আর  খুে   ই ক োড়নো  োি  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ক োড়নো  োিই  িড়ত পোরি নো 

রেভোগ ৮ - েোইরভং 

      o আর  র্োে েযথো িোেোই আ োি গোরে চোলোই। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে সো োনয েযথো রনড়়ে যতেণ চোই ততেণ গোরে চোলোড়ত পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে  োঝোরি েযথো রনড়়ে আর  যতেণ চোই ততেণ আ োি গোরে চোলোড়ত পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে  োঝোরি েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  যতেণ চোই ততেণ আ োি গোরে চোলোড়ত পোরি নো। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে তীব্র েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  খুে   ই আ োি গোরে চোলোড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  আ োি গোরে ক োড়িও চোলোড়ত পোরি নো। 

রেভোগ ৯ – রু্ োড়নো 

      o আ োি রু্ োড়ত ক োন স সযো কনই। 

      o আ োি রু্  র িুিো েযোহত হড়়েড়ি (১ র্ণ্টোি   । রু্ হীন) । 

      o আ োি রু্   োঝোরিভোড়ে েযোহত (1-2 র্ন্টো। রু্ হীন) । 

      o আ োি রু্   োঝোরিভোড়ে েযোহত (2-3 র্ন্টো। রু্ হীন) । 

      o আ োি রু্  খুে েযোহত হ়ে (3-4 র্ন্টো। রু্ হীন) । 

      o আ োি রু্  সমূ্পণথভোড়ে েযোহত (5-7 র্ন্টো। রু্ হীন) । 
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রেভোগ ১০ – রেড়নোদন 

      o আর  র্োড়েি েযথো িোেোই আ োি স স্ত রেড়নোদন ূল  রক্র়েো লোড়প রনযুক্ত থো ড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  আ োি র্োড়ে র িুিো েযথো সহ আ োি স স্ত রেড়নোদন ূল  রক্র়েো লোড়প রনযুক্ত থো ড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  কেরশিভোগ কেড়ত্রই রনযুক্ত হড়ত পোরি, র ন্তু আ োি র্োড়ে েযথোি  োিড়ণ আ োি েোভোরে  

রেড়নোদন ূল  রক্র়েো লোড়প ন়ে। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  আ োি র িু েোভোরে  রেড়নোদন ূল  রক্র়েো লোড়প রনযুক্ত হড়ত 

পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  খুে   ই ক োড়নো রেড়নোদন ূল   োি  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ক োড়নো রেড়নোদন ূল   োি  িড়ত পোরি নো। 
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কপোি-কিি প্রশ্নোেলী 

পোিথ-১: েযথো সম্পর থত প্রশ্ন 

 

১.১ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী র্োড়ে েযথোি তীব্রতোঃ 
 
 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

            শূনয (০)  োড়ন েযথো কনই, পোাঁচ (৫)  োড়ন  োঝোরি েযথো এেং দশ (১০)  োড়ন চি  েযথো। 

১.২ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী েোহু/ নুইড়়েি উপড়ি অঞ্চড়ল েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

১.৩ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী েোহু/ নুইড়়েি নীড়চি অঞ্চড়ল েযথোি তীব্রতো 

 
 
 
 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

১.৪ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী শুড়়ে থো োি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

 ১.৫ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী কচ়েোড়ি েসোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 
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১.৬ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী র্োে কর্োিোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

১.৭ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী হোাঁিোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

১.৮ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী রু্ড় ি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

১.৯ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী েস্তু উড়ত্তোলড়নি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

১.১০ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী  োি  িোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

 

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 

১.১১ রনউড় রি  কপইন কিরিং কস্কল অনুযো়েী গোরে চোলোড়নোি স ়ে েযথোি তীব্রতো 
 

  

০ ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ ৯ ১০ 
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পোিথ-২: কন  কপইন রডসএরেরলরি ইড়েক্স 

 

উত্তি কদও়েোি আড়গ রনড়দথশোেলী পেুন. 

এই প্রশ্নপত্ররি েোস্থযড়সেো প্রদোন োিীড়  তথয কদও়েোি িনয রডিোইন  িো হড়়েড়ি কয  ীভোড়ে আপনোি 

র্োড়েি েযথো আপনোি বদনরন্দন িীেড়ন পরিচোলনো  িোি ে তোড়  প্রভোরেত  ড়িড়ি। প্ররতরি রেভোড়গ, 

শুিু োত্র এ রি েোক্স রচরিত  রুন যো আপনোি িনয প্রড়যোিয। আ িো উপলরি  রি কয আপরন রেড়েচনো 

 ড়িন কয কযড় োড়নো এ রি রেভোড়গ দুরি রেেৃরত আপনোি সোড়থ সম্পর থত, তড়ে শুিু োত্র এ রিরিড়  রচরিত 

 রুন যো আিড় ি আপনোি স সযোরিড়  সেড়চড়়ে র্রনষ্ঠভোড়ে েণথনো  ড়ি। 

রেভোগ ১ – েযথোি তীব্রতো  

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ আ োি ক োন েযথো কনই। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো খুেই হোল ো। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো  োঝোরি। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো ক োিো ুরি তীব্র। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো খুে তীব্র। 

      o এই  ুহূড়তথ েযথো সেড়চড়়ে খোিোপ  ল্পনো  িো যো়ে। 

রেভোগ ২ -- েযরক্তগত যত্ন (কিো়েো, কেরসং, ইতযোরদ) 

      o আর  অরতরিক্ত েযথো িোেোই রনড়িি যত্ন রনড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  সোিোিণত রনড়িি যত্ন রনড়ত পোরি র ন্তু এড়ত অরতরিক্ত েযথো হ়ে। 

      o রনড়িি যত্ন কনও়েো কেদনোদো়ে  এেং আর  িীিগরতি এেং সত থতো অেলম্বন  রি। 

      o আ োি র িু সোহোযয দি োি হ়ে র ন্তু আ োি েযরক্তগত যড়ত্নি অরি োংশই রনড়ি পরিচোলনো  রি।  
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      o ে-যড়ত্নি কেরশিভোগ কেড়ত্র আ োি প্ররতরদন সোহোড়যযি প্রড়়েোিন হ়ে। 

      o আর  িো ো োপে পিড়ত পোরি নো, আ োি িো ো  োপে িুড়ত এেং রেিোনো়ে থো ড়ত  ষ্ট হ়ে। 

রেভোগ ৩ - উড়ত্তোলন 

      o আর  অরতরিক্ত েযথো িোেোই ভোিী ওিন তুলড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ভোিী ওিন তুলড়ত পোরি র ন্তু এরি অরতরিক্ত েযথো কদ়ে। 

      o েযথো আ োড়  ক ড়ঝ কথড়  ভোিী ওিন তুলড়ত েোিো কদ়ে, র ন্তু কসগুরল সুরেিো ত অেস্থোড়ন থো ড়ল 

আর  তুলড়ত পোরি, উদোহিণেরূপ এ রি কিরেড়ল। 

      o েযথো আ োড়  ভোিী ওিন তুলড়ত েোিো কদ়ে, তড়ে আর  হোল ো কথড়   োঝোরি ওিন তুলড়ত পোরি 

যরদ কসগুরল সুরেিোিন ভোড়ে অেস্থোন  ড়ি। 

      o আর  খুে হোল ো ওিন তুলড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ক োড়নোর িুই তুলড়ত েো েহন  িড়ত পোরি নো। 

রেভোগ ৪ – পেো 

      o আর  আ োি র্োড়ে েযথো িোেোই যত খুরশ পেড়ত পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে সো োনয েযথো হড়লও আর  যত খুরশ পেড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর   োঝোরি েযথো রনড়়ে যত খুরশ পেড়ত পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে  োঝোরি েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  যতিো চোই ততিো পেড়ত পোরি নো। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে প্রচে েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  খুে   ই পেড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ক োড়িই পেড়ত পোরি নো। 
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রেভোগ ৫- োথোেযথো 

      o আ োি ক োড়নো  োথোেযথো কনই। 

      o আ োি সো োনয  োথোেযথো আড়ি যো  োড়ঝ োড়ঝ আড়স। 

      o আ োি সো োনয  োথোেযথো আড়ি যো র্ন র্ন আড়স। 

      o আ োি  োঝোরি  োথোেযথো আড়ি যো  োড়ঝ োড়ঝ আড়স। 

      o আ োি তীব্র  োথোেযথো আড়ি যো র্ন র্ন আড়স। 

      o আ োি প্রো়ে সে স ়ে  োথোেযথো থোড় । 

রেভোগ ৬ –  ড়নোড়যোগ 

      o আর  ক োন অসুরেিো িোেোই যখন চোই তখন পুড়িোপুরি  ড়নোরনড়েশ  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o সো োনয অসুরেিো হড়লও আর  পুড়িোপুরি  ড়নোরনড়েশ  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  যখন চোই তখন  ড়নোড়যোগ রদড়ত আ োি যড়থষ্ট অসুরেিো হ়ে। 

      o আর  যখন চোই তখন  ড়নোড়যোগ রদড়ত আ োি অড়ন  অসুরেিো হ়ে। 

      o আর  যখন চোই তখন  ড়নোড়যোগ রদড়ত আ োি অড়ন  কেশী অসুরেিো হ়ে। 

      o আর  ক োড়িও  ড়নোরনড়েশ  িড়ত পোরি নো। 

রেভোগ ৭— োি 

      o আর  যত  োি  িড়ত চোই ততিো  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  শুিু োত্র আ োি েোভোরে   োি  িড়ত পোরি, র ন্তু তোি কেশী নো। 

      o আর  আ োি েোভোরে   োড়িি কেরশিভোগই  িড়ত পোরি, র ন্তু তোি কেশী নো। 
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      o আর  আ োি েোভোরে   োি  িড়ত পোরি নো। 

      o আর  খুে   ই ক োড়নো  োি  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ক োড়নো  োিই  িড়ত পোরি নো 

রেভোগ ৮ - েোইরভং 

      o আর  র্োে েযথো িোেোই আ োি গোরে চোলোই। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে সো োনয েযথো রনড়়ে যতেণ চোই ততেণ গোরে চোলোড়ত পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে  োঝোরি েযথো রনড়়ে আর  যতেণ চোই ততেণ আ োি গোরে চোলোড়ত পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে  োঝোরি েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  যতেণ চোই ততেণ আ োি গোরে চোলোড়ত পোরি নো। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে তীব্র েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  খুে   ই আ োি গোরে চোলোড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  আ োি গোরে ক োড়িও চোলোড়ত পোরি নো। 

রেভোগ ৯ – রু্ োড়নো 

      o আ োি রু্ োড়ত ক োন স সযো কনই। 

      o আ োি রু্  র িুিো েযোহত হড়়েড়ি (১ র্ণ্টোি   । রু্ হীন) । 

      o আ োি রু্   োঝোরিভোড়ে েযোহত (1-2 র্ন্টো। রু্ হীন) । 

      o আ োি রু্   োঝোরিভোড়ে েযোহত (2-3 র্ন্টো। রু্ হীন) । 

      o আ োি রু্  খুে েযোহত হ়ে (3-4 র্ন্টো। রু্ হীন) । 

      o আ োি রু্  সমূ্পণথভোড়ে েযোহত (5-7 র্ন্টো। রু্ হীন) । 
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রেভোগ ১০ – রেড়নোদন 

      o আর  র্োড়েি েযথো িোেোই আ োি স স্ত রেড়নোদন ূল  রক্র়েো লোড়প রনযুক্ত থো ড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  আ োি র্োড়ে র িুিো েযথো সহ আ োি স স্ত রেড়নোদন ূল  রক্র়েো লোড়প রনযুক্ত থো ড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  কেরশিভোগ কেড়ত্রই রনযুক্ত হড়ত পোরি, র ন্তু আ োি র্োড়ে েযথোি  োিড়ণ আ োি েোভোরে  

রেড়নোদন ূল  রক্র়েো লোড়প ন়ে। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  আ োি র িু েোভোরে  রেড়নোদন ূল  রক্র়েো লোড়প রনযুক্ত হড়ত 

পোরি। 

      o আ োি র্োড়ে েযথোি  োিড়ণ আর  খুে   ই ক োড়নো রেড়নোদন ূল   োি  িড়ত পোরি। 

      o আর  ক োড়নো রেড়নোদন ূল   োি  িড়ত পোরি নো। 
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INTERVENTION 

 

 

Conventional Physiotherapy for chronic neck pain 
 

Treatment option Duration/ Repetition 

  

Soft tissue release technique 3-5 minutes 

  

Manual cervical traction 5-10 minutes 

  

Traction with rotation 3-5 minutes 

  

Isometric strengthening exercise 3 minutes 

  

stretching exercise 2-3 minutes 

  

Retraction 6 repetitions 

  

Retraction with over pressure 10 repetitions 

  

Retraction extension 10 repetitions 

  

Ice 5 minutes 

  

TENS 5-7 minutes 

  

IRR 10 minutes 
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Experimental Physiotherapy guideline:  
 
 

 

 Treatment  Description Dose 
     

   Patient  position:  patient in 

   prone position.  

   Therapist position: infront of 

   the patient head.  

   Direction: P-A  

Low grade spinal (Posteroanterior), centrally. 5-10 minutes (120 movements 

mobilization  (grade-  I- 
 per minute). 
Procedure: therapist will put 

II).   his both thumb on the spine. 
   

   Grade  I  –  small  amplitude 

   movement at the beginning of 

   the    availablerange of 

   movement  

 

Grade II – large amplitude 
 

movement at within the 
 

available range of movement 

 

 

     (Maitland et al., 2005, R Kanlayanaphotporn et al., 2009) 
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